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SCOPE AND C01~ENTS: The thesis is an attempt to a critical

exeg~sis of Heidegger's problem of Being. It is "critical"

in so far as it seeks to situate the question of Being with

critical awareness of the positivistic and empirical

ontology where a this is said "to be" only if it is

pointable out there in physical space and time. It

attempts to show that for Heidegger Being is not a this

but a meaning-giving (Sinngebung) question - a question

which becomes concrete from the fact of man's being "there"

(da) in the world. Man's being-there (da-Sein) makes the

question of the meaning of Being possible. In so far as

the thesis attempts to clarify the horizon within which

Heidegger's questioning makes its intended sense, it is

"exegetical". A critical exegesis of a philosophical vie'!'T

requires a proper mapping of the conceptual framework

within which a certain philosophical thinking grows, moves

and has its being. lVithout "a proper mapping of the
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conceptual framework", and boundary-setting philosophies

look upon one another with fear and suspicion. A felt

necessity of "boundary-setting" guides Heidegger to lay

the foundation of fundamental phenomenological ontology

where "Being" itself becomes a "matter of thinking" (die

Bache des Denkens).

Heidegger's question is not "What is Being?" but

how to question, think and speak what Being is. The 'Nhat

of Being in other W01US is a matter of how to understand

the question of Being and speak what it is. It is the

question of thinking and speaking that Being is (es gibt

Beln) • Since philosophy here is concerned equally l'1i th

the method and with the sUbject-matter, the problem of

Being necessarily brings about the problem of the logo~

of Being. The method and the theme of philosO~lY intercede

and constitute the unity of Heidegger's thought. The

central theme of Heidegger's thought - the problem of

Being - underlies, grows and culminates like a dialectical

process through phenomenology, thinking and language.

The exegesis of the inner dialectic of the theme

and method requires its treatment in two parts. The first

part of the thesis is concerned with the clarification of

basic philosophical categories aimed to clarify the question

about the meaning of Being. Its aim is to clarify

Heidegger's fundamental philosophical approach. A discus

sion of these categories - like "the problem of ontological
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difference", "forgetfulness of Being" and "clearing-ground"

forms the sUbject-matter of the first part. The second

part deals with the problem of the method, or the how

"what Being is" can be said or show'n. An understanding of

"what is the question about the meaning of Being" thus

requires an understanding of what Heidegger means by

phenomenology, thimring and language. It is our aim to

reconcile the question of phenomenology, thinking and

language with Heidegger's basic question about the meaning

of Being. The thesis however does not claim to say the

last word on the problem. It is rather a synoptic attempt

to point out the fundamental horizon of Heidegger's basic

question - the question about the meaning of Being.
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It is necessary to say and think that Being is.

--Parmenides, Frggment~, 6

For manifestlY you have been aware of what you mean when
you use the expression "bei.ng". ~"e, however, who used to
think we understood it, have now become perplexed.

--Plato, Sophistes 244a

We are too late for the gods and too early for Being.
Being's poem, just begun is man.

* * * * *
We may venture the step back out of philosophy into the
thinking of Being as soon as we have grown familiar with
the provenance of thinking.

--Heidegger, Aus ~~~:r~hru!2g de~

Denkens
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I

THE PROBLEM OF BEING

1. Introduction

Philosophy for Heidegger is the clarification

of what does it mean to ask about "Being". Questioning

has its own logic. It determines the possibility of

meaning and keeps thinking on the way. The danger,

which Heidegger sees to be threatening man and philosophy

today, consists in not that "Being" has lost its meaning

but in the loss of questioning. The question of the meaning

requires man's authentic engagement in the act of

questioning and thinking. "Only .9..Uestioningly"l does both

Being and its meaning show itself. The question of Being

requires man "to ask the question, that is, to bring it

about, to raise it, to feel its inevitability.,,2

Heidegger's is not the philosophy of category-

formation, or detection of category-mistakes. He rather

calls manto question his historical being-in-the-\"orld,

to disclose his authentic potentiality to be the da (there)

1!>1artln Heidegger, An Introduction to Hetanhysics.
Trans. by Ralph iiianheim, (New'-Yc;rk: Anch'or30ok8;"""19bl )-,-P. 171.

2Ibid • , .p • 1.
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of Being (Sein). The question of Being must be. For by

"the hidden power of this question" says Heidegger" each

of us is grazed at least once. ,,3 This is not to say that

it is a question with which man is "proximately" and "for

the most part" is concerned. The question of Being is not

something that lies open on the surface of everyday

existence. It is rather the "ground" or "depth" question. 4

~he meaning of Being mediates the history of being

there (da-sein) in the act of questioning. The logic of

quest~oning represents the possibility of intuiting the

meaning of Being. Heidegger's basic question "1'lhy are

there beings rather than nothing" is another way of asking

about the meaning of Being. "To ask this question is to

philosophise.,,5 It is the way to understand or participate

into the "understanding of Being" (seinsverstandnis) which

primordially belongs to man. But questions, says Heidegger,

aa:'e not "ready~made like shoes and clothes and books. ,,6 To

question is to "leap" which "opens up its own source", the

"finding of one's own ground. ,,7

3Ibid. , p. 1.

J"'Ibid. , pp. 2- 3.

5 10.Ibid. ,. p.

6 16.Ibid. , p.

7Ibid.

~', ,.
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To be able to question for Heidegger is to be able

to be authentic. His whole thinking is directed towards

the disclosure of hidden power and possibility of question

ing. He is conscious of the contradiction which "everyday"

and "pragmatic" mode of being presents to the possibility

of authentic being and questioning. I'1odern age "regards

as real only what goes fast and can be clutched with hands

looks on questioning as 'remote from reality' ".8 And it is

from this deeprooted phenomenon of modern age arises the

logic of "logical post tivism" which throvls the question of

"Being" into the region of metaphysical "nonsense", a

something unspeakable for philosophy.

Our attempt is to show that logical empiricism,

psychologism andbehaviouristic analysis of modern

philosophy and science do not constitute the whole of

philosophy and its method. Heidegger has consistently

shown, as we will see later on, that metaphysics is

possible and "Being" is something thinkable and speakable.

T.l1at "Being is speakable" however requires a different

sort of philosophical investigation, not logico-positivistic

analysis of language but phenomenological analysis of

thinking and speech. Phenomenology of the ontological or

existential structures of Dasein9 shows that "meaning is

8 Ibi~., p. 172.

9An elaborate discussion of the idea of "existerw8"
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an existentiale of Dasein".10 Meanings here are constitutive

of the apriori structures of Dasein. Meaning is not a

"free-floating" Property of propositions conceived as the

logical picture of the world that is the case. The problem

of meaning is much deeper problem to allow for psycho-

analysis and empirical verification. Meaning is given in

the very act of phenomenological disclosure (A-Ietheia) of

the existential structures of Dasein. Dasein or "being-in-

the-world" represents the sole possibility of the disclosure

of meaning and truth of Being.

The question about the meaning of Being is a

question distinct from historical and empirical questions

about man and the entities alongside being-in-the-world.

l\1eaning of Being "enters into the intelligibili ty of

Dasein. ,,11 But everyday mode of being-in-the-world and

everyday mode of using language keeps the question of the

meaning of Being concealed or forgotten. The phenomenon

of everydayness of man's being and speech conceals or lets

man remain forgetful of the question of Being. And from

and "Dasein" is made in the section on "the clearing-ground".
It is however necessary to note that "Dasein" is term desig
native of the possibility of the question of Being, and the
category of "existence" unlike traditional metaphysics is
exclusively used for Dasein. Dasein alone "exists" or stand s
out in the mode of questioning.

10Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. by John
!'Icquarie and Etlward Robinson (Ne;" 'York: Harper and Row, 1962),
p. 193. Hereafter referred to as B.T.

11 Ibid ., p. 193 •
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this phenomenon of forgetfulness arises the need for

Heidegger's phenomenological analysis or disclosure of

the possibility of the questioning about the meaning of

Being.

The logic of Heidegger's questioning, it is

necessary to note, consists in his subtle distinction

between the "ontic" o9..n(l the "ontological", "everyday" or

inauthentic and authentic concern of thinking and speech.

'Ihe question of Being belongs to the latter dimension, the

authentic and "depth" dimension of thinking and speech.

Heidegger further maintains the methological distinction

between the empirical and "natural standpoint" that

maintains the subject/object duality and fosters realist/

idealist controversy for its sustenance and "phenomenolo-

gical standpoint" which seeks to go beyond the muddle of

natural standpoint. The question of Being 1s asked from

the standpoint of fundamental "phenomenological ontology.,,12

A "rord is needed to clarify the idea of "critical

exegesis" our basic methodological stance. It is

tantological to say "critical exegesis". For "exegesis" ls

"cri tical" in so far as it is understood to be the herme-

neutic woay of letting be the true intentionality or

meaning of something it is an exegesis of. By "critical"

12
B. T., p. 62, for further clarification of

Heidegger's-phenomenological standpoint see Part II on
Phenomenology.
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we do not mean a constructive or destructive assessment

but a refl~~ive exegesis which lets open the standpoint

of the author to speak for itself. A fundamentally

objective approach'we take to be the standpoint of

"critical exegesis". An objective critical exegesis

requires furthermore a £eflective suspension of all other

standpoints to uncover the logical meaning of a particular

philosophical system.

OUr aim therefore is to offer an objective critique

or explication of Heidegger's basic question - the question

of the meaning of Being. We aim to point out, wherever

necessary, the areas of concealment and distortion 1n cur

rent mode of interpretation. The thematic unity of the

problem of Being remains concealed and the fundamental

phenomenological standpoint remains distorted for the most

part in current interpretation of Heidegger's thought. The

phenomenological question of 8ein und Zeit is often re

presented to be disparate or something "reversed" in the

later questions of thinking and language.

Herbert Spiegelberg in The Phenomenological

~ovement only represents the current mode of interpretation

which maintains the Kehre theory in Heidegger's thought.

He holds the view that Heidegger of Se1n und Zeit who avers

phenomenological standpoint "breaks off" and he "ceased to
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I"talk phenomenology."l) Spiegelberg goes on to say that

not only Heidegger "drifted ai<TaY from his original con-

ception-of phenomenology" but that phenomenology "never

was an integral part of his Philosophy.,,14 There are

others who go still further to say that the metaphysics

of Se1n und Zeit is "not what Heidegger means today.,,15

The later Heidegger surprisingly enough comes to be mis-

understood by others as the "mystic poet and god less

theologian" i'lith "prophetic-kerygmatic" form of thinking. 16

Our attempt in the following pages is to present

an alter~ative reading of Heldegger's thought. Our

analytic of the central question of Heidegger's thought

aims to explicate the underlying unity of his system or

philosophical method. The question of Being not only

begins with the clarity of phenomenological standpoint

but that latter grows and endures as purified and authentic

possibility of thinking (Mogl1chkeit des De~~ens) and

language. That 1s, from no criterion whatsoever can one

i)
The Phenomenolo~ical Movement, Vol. II, (The

Hague: ir1ar'Einu s Ni jhoff, 1965), p. IHO.

14Herbert Spiegelberg, ibid., p. )48.

15Piere 1hevenaj, ~~at is Phenomenolo~y? Trans.
by James N. :Biie and John ~"ild ( Chicago: Quadrangle Books t

1962), p. 156.

16 /
Laszlo Versenyi, Heidegger, Being and Truth,

(New Haven and London: Yale-Unrversi~y Press, i9csr;-p. 161.
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maintain that Heidegger's conception of thinking and

language-is different from his phenomenological question

of 8e1n und Zeit, or that his later thin}{ing represents a

"reversal" from phenomenological form of thinking.

Before turning on to the later discussion we may

say by way of envisagement of the central position of the

thesis: (1) that the question about the meaning of Being

is the first and the foremost question since 8ein und Zeit

and remains constant along Heidegger's path of thin}{ing,

(2) that phenomenology constitutes the "standard method

of philosophy" (die massgebende Methode der PhilosOphy)17

of Being, and (3) that "the groundless, endless prattle

about the reversal,,18 arises from a deliberate misunder-

standing on the part of his critics and for which Heidegger

seen from the difficult nature of his thinking is least

responsible. His questionil~ and thinking rather than

being empirical is of the nature of pure phenomenology

which demands an understanding that knows how to question

and "wait even a whole lifetime".19,

17William Richardson, Heidegger: Through Phenome
nology to Thought (The Hague: l1artinus Nijhoff, 1967),
Preface, p. xiV.

18
Ibid., p. xViii.

p. 172.

19
Heidegger, An Intro~uct~on to Metaphysics,
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2. Centrali ty, Necessi ty and structure of the Being
Question

To say that the question of Being is central

question of Heidegger's thought is not to say that it is

something that is not in the beginning or in the end but

only appears in the centre. The meaning of centra-

lity rather denotes the conceptual or thematic unity of

his thought. That is, the question of Being is the one

central theme that runs throughout his thinking. Heidegger

begins with the question of Being, and keeps asking the

same question in the developing forms of later question-

ings about thinking and language. 'lhe question of Being

is so central to his thought, so closely related to later

questionings that without it Heidegger's later questioning

and thinl{ing do not make much sense. T,>le can talk of earlier

and later Heidegger only in relation to development of his

thought in time but not as "earlier" and "later" in

relation to his central thought for the earlier and later

are bound together in the central unity of the question of

Being. "Only by ''lay of what Heidegger I has thought does

one gain access to what is to-be-thought by Heidegger II.

But (the thought of) Heidegger I becomes possible only if

it is contained in Heidegger II. ,,20

The notion of centrality of the question of Being

20William Richardson, Heide~ger: Through
Phe~omenology to Thought, p. xxii.
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I
once clarified shall also shed light on the hitherto

ignored centrality of the phenomenological method in

Heidegger's thought. The idea of phenomenology regulates

and determines both early and later thinking 21 of Heidegger

with only difference that later Heidegger does not talk 22

phenomenology but d.oes it, he cares phenomenology more than

the movement.

The question about the meaning of Being (die

Frage nach dem Sinn von Sein) constitutes the leading

question which determines Heidegger's path of thinking

Sein und Zeit begins with the claim of raising anew the

question of Being:

Do we in our time have an answer to the
questio~ of what we really mean by the w"ord
'being'? Not at all. So it is fitting
that we should raise anew the question of
the meaning of Being.--~~we nmlJadays
even perplexed at our inability to under
stand the expression "BeiYl.g"? Not at all.
So first of all we must reawaken an under
standing for the meaning of this question.
Our aim in following treatise is to work out
the question of the meaning of Being and to
do so concretely.2J

21 The idea of the centrality of the phenomenological
method is elaborately enVisaged and discussed in Part II of
this thesis. Heidegger's own notion of phenomenology ex
plains the nature of his questions about Being, thinking and
language-phenomenology understood as the disclosive
phenomenon of thinking that lets the object of thinking be.
See William Richardson, ibid., p. xiv.

22
Herbert Spiegelberg, The Phenomenolo~i~al

Movement, p. 410.
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In preface to the seventh edition of 8ein und Zeit

Heidegger reaffirms that the phenomenological ontology of

the existential structures of Dasein is necessary "road"

"if our Dasein is to be stirred by the question of Being.,,24

A careful inquiry into Heidegger's thought shall show that

the entity (in extended sense of the term) called "Dasein"

has a unique belonging togetherness with the question of

Being. "Being" is so closely related to the Da, There or

the possibility of its disclosedness (da-sein) that the

relatedness constitutes a hermeneutic circle - the circle

of be·ing-there (Da-sein) and "Being" that is da (there)

from Dasein's beir~-in-the-world. The circle is not a

Vicious one. It does not consti tute the wesJ{ness of

thought. It rather clarifies the philosophical position

of Heidegger, namely the question of Being is not an

abstract but concrete question for Dasein's being-in-the

world constitutes the historical and temporal nucleus for

the asking of the question. The real problem of philosophy

for Heidegger is not to transcend the "Ci.rcle" but how "to

come into it in the right way.,,25 The question is not to

say that the question of Being is meaningful but to radi

calize and pinpoint the existential context which not only

makes the question meaningful but also makes the raising of

24
. Ibid., p. v.

25Ibid., p. 195.
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the question possible and "concrete".

'rhe existential analytic shows that Dasein is "the

structure of meaning".26 Dasein, as we shall later on see,

is not an anthropocentric concept but constitutes the pos-

sibility of the logos of Being. It is ontologically prior

to all entities in the question of Being for to it belongs

a constitutive understanding of Being. "The analytic of

Dasein is not aimed at layil~ an ontological basis for

anthropology; its purpose is one of fundamental ontology.,,27

The question of Being thus constitutes the all-pervading

sense of delight that runs through the general drama of

the existential analytic of the da of Being (Da-sein) in

the \'1Orld not as "everyday" but "authentic" potential! ty

of being, thinking and language.

Not only Being is the central object of questioning

but it is also the necessary question for thinking.

Heidegger, it is necessary to note, is not attracted by the

question of Being for the mere joy of metaphysical indul-

gence. PhJ.losophy for him is not a bloodless dance of

categories, or detecting category-mistakes but a way that

27Ibid ., p. 244. Heidegger calls his existential
phenomenology as "fundamental ontology" to distingUish it
from the history of past ontologies or empirical and con-
ceptual ontologies where Being is represented as beings, as
a this, or a hypokeirnenon rather than as Eeing, the authentic
potentiality-for-being-in-the world, the authentic pot~---
tiality for thinking and language.
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listens to the call of authentic questioning and thinlcing

and goes back into the ground of categories -- the funda-

mental ground of Being ,,[hich is the primordial 'basis of

metaphysical categories. The question of Being constitues

the genesis of Philosophy. "To ask the question signifies:

a daring attempt to fathom this unfathomable question by

disclosing what it summons to ask, to push our questioning

to the very end. lfuere such attempt occurs there is

phi losophy • " 28

Heidegger grounds philosophy in the structure of

man's.being-there in the world. It is not a language-game

or game of thiclcing that one chooses to play or not play.

It is rather "autonomous creative" possibility and ~~i.ty

of "man's historical bei.ng-there."29 Philosophical

thiclcing is "l'engagement by and for the truth of Being",

and it determines the truth of every human situation. JO

What Heidegger seems to say is this: that there is

something compelling in the constitution of man's historical

being that calls forth or lets both philosophy and the

question of Being be. The question of Being that calls

forth philosophical thinking is autonomous creative pos-

p. 6.
28Martin Heidegger, An Introduction to ~etaphysics,

29Ibid ~, p. 8.

JO"t,jartin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism", Philosouhy
in the Twentieth Century, Vol. 2, ed. by Barret ana~Aike~
1New York: Rarurom House, 1962), p. 271.
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sibil~ty and necessity of man's history of being-in-the

world. That is, to man's being-there there already belongs

a vague average understanding of Being.,,31

The question of Being is ~ecessary and inevitable

by the very constitution of man. It may remain for&~!teEf

Unheeded, unasked but the fact is that it is there and

Eossi ble ;

Each of us is grazed at least once, perhaps
more than once, by-the hidden pm"ler of this
question, even if he is not aware of what is
happening to him. ~9..ue~~!..~~_!2.0ms_1 n_rEg_~~nts
of great desnair, when things tend to lose all
their wefgFi"'t and all meaning becomes blurred. ••••
It is present in moments of rejoicing •••• The
gue~tion is ~pon us inhoredom •••• Ahen every
thing about us seems so hopelessly commonplace
that we no longer care whether anything is or
is not. 32

Fu.rthermore the question of Being is not only

necessary thing for questioning because man's existential

constitution so demands but also because it is a question

that remains "trivialized" or questioned from the wrong way

in the history of metaphysics from Plato to the logic of

Hegel. 33 The Being-question remains continually "disturbing"

but it is conceived to be"the most universal and emptiest

of concepts", something "self-evident", "obscure", and

31
B.T., p. 25.

32r1artin Heidegger, An Introduction to l\1etanhysics,
,l .

33B. T. p. 2.
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"hidden".34 The notion of metaphysical forgetfulness of

the question of Being 35 constitutes the notion of necessity

apart from existential necessity which springs from the

constitutive nature of man. The raison d'etre of the

notion of necessity for asking ~~ the question of Being

is thus built upon the notion of tvrofold necessi ty springing

from the existential context of Dasein and historical context

of metaphysical forgetfulness of Being. Philosophical

thinking is constrained to undergo a ~pernican revolu

tion. 36 It is faced by historical necessity to malee a

leap into the clearing of Being. A backtrack from tra

ditional metaphysical thiw{ing -- the thinking which, says

Heidegger,

always thinks only of beings as such and never
of Being as such.... Philosophy, even ~'1hen

critical, as in Descartes and Kant, always
follows the procedure of metaphysical rep
resentation. e_ f'c-fFiinks from bein~eings
WIth a glance in passing at Being. For the
light of Being already implies each departure
from beings and each return to them. 3?

35The notion central to Heidegger's thought is
separately treated in the following sections. It holds that
there has been a general forgetfulness of the question of
Being in the history of metaphysics which represents Being
as beings.

36We deliberately use the phrase "Copernical revo
lution" to repr'esent Heid egger's bold enterpri se to effect a
revolutionary turn into the course of metaphysical thin~ing 
a way back into the ground of metaphysics through lettirg
Being be.

3?"Hartin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism", J:,ryilo.sophy
in the Twentieth Century, Vol. II, p. 285.
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The nature of "'t'lhat is sought" determines the

nature of every seeki~ and inqui ry38 and vice versa.

That is, the nature of inquiry into the meaning of Being

is determined by w'hat is meant by Being. The question of

Being does not seek to uncover the meaning of some noetic

heaven of ideas 'beyond time and history but to uncover the

meaning of Being in historical being-there (Da-sein) in

time~ Being is not some "spirit", "God" or absolute of

the dialectical space but the question of a "facti cal"

''vague average understanding of Being" that always belongs

to man being-in-the l'lorld. For

out of this understanding arise both the eXD
~~..§Jtio!! of the meaning' of Being and -
the tendency that leads us towards that con
ception. He do not knOYl 1'ihat 'Being' means.
But even if vIe ask '1'That" is "Being?", we keen
within an understandin~ of 'is'f though-we-are
unableto fix conceptually \vhat that I is I

signifies. We do n;t even know the horizon in
terms of which that meaning is to be grasped
and fixed. But this vague average under
standing of Being is still a fact.39

Since a "vague understanding of Being is still a

fact" phenomenological fundamental ontology or metaphysics

of Being is not only possible but inevitable. 40 And it is

38
B • T. 24p. •

39Ibid ., p. 25: underlines are my own.

40"f<1etaphYSiCS is
core of all philosophy."
Metaphysics, p. 14.

a name for the pivotal point and
Heidegger, Introduction to
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possible in the concrete way. For

everything we talk about ••• everything we comport
ourselves in anyway is beingr what we are is
being, and so is how we are. Being lies in the
fact that something is, and in its Being as it
is in Reality, in presence-at-hand, in subsis
tenc13; in validity; in Dasein; in the 'there
is. ,41

Heldegger, it 1s necessary to note, is not interes-

ted in IImany senses ll of Being which according to him

results in the forgetfulness of traditional metaphysics

or failure to ask the question about the meaning of Being.

The question of Being rather aims at the IIradicalization ll

of "an entity's mode of Being" for which Being itself is

an issue and "inquiryll and II questioning ll is 1I 0 ne of the

possibili ties of its Being. ,,42 'Ihe question of Being is

asked not from the empirical context of bein~s nor from

the ideal and transcendental context of absolute Being. It

is rather asked from a facti cal and concrete context of

man's historical being-there and his possibility to ask

the question.

We ask the questions IIHow does it stand with
being?1I IIWhat is the meaning of Being ll ? Not
in order to set up an ontology on the tradi
tional style, much less to criticise the past
mist~{es of ontology. We are concerned with
~omething diff~t: to-restore man's historical
being-there ••••

LHB.T. p. 26.

42B•T• p. 27.

43Heidegger, An~troduction to Met~EhysiCs, p. 34.
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The bold question "vlhat is Being" by itself, it is

necessary to note, is both ambiguous and elliptical in- ........~~

linguistic form. "Ambiguous" because it gives the notion

that the what of "Being" as it 't'i'ere a this alongside other

entities to be "baptised by a name tl (Hittgenstein).

tlElliptical" because it presupposes the intuition of under=

standing (vague average understanding of Bei.nf2; whi ch belongs

to the constitution of Dasein) and requires further edition,

analysis and clarification, in other words it m~ces the

language-game inevitable.

The right and clear way of asking the question then

is to ask about tithe meaEing of Being tl (die Frage nach dem

Sinn von Sein), or about the Being of beings (das Sein der

Seind.en) • The right aim is to clarify tlwhy at all does or

should man ask the question of Being?" And lastly the

right way of approa~h~n~ the question is to cl~r~fy and

ra~icaliz~ the entity wh~ stands in asking the question,

the Da (there of Being (das Sein) in the act of asking the

qu.estion. For central to all these different mod.es of

asking the question is the problem of the truth or dis

closure (A-letheia) of Being. These different modes of

questioning shall now on be separately t~en up as the

problem of ontological difference, the forgetfulne~s of

Being and the clearlng-gro~~ of Being.
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3.' !~e_Ontologi cal Difference

The nature of "what is thought", as noted before,

determines the nature of philosophical inquiry. That is,

the object of thiru{ing calls forth a definite philosophical

standpoint - phenomenological or em~irical.44 A philosop

hical standpoint commensurates or accords with the object

of inquiry. The relationship between philosophical stand-

point and the object of inquiry is so intimate and inseparable

that only in reference in that nexus the critique of philosophy

makes any sense whatsoever.
/

The phenomenological ep<::~he or

the bracl{eting of the natural stand point presupposes
/

or demands the ~che of the naturalistic and positivistic

critique of philosophy. Philosophy, that is to say rather

than being gUided by the critique, must guide it. The

critique of philosophy is not an autonomous activity, it is

determined by what philosophy is about.

TNhat philosophy needs is not so much the critique

of philosophy as philosophy of critique or hermeneutics.

Philosophy of critique or hermeneutics is fundamental pre-

supposition of philosophy. Philosophy of critique

(metaphilosophy or philosophy of the critique of philosophy)

44·The Ehenomenological for Heidegger is what is
ontological or existential. It fundamentally differs from
the "natural standpoint" of empirical ontology, for the
object of Phenomenology - The Truth of Being is not of the
nature of specifiable, verifiable, nameable or psycho
fln?-lysable beings. Beinp: is ontolo~j,cally different from
beJ.l1gs. Ontology proceed s frmln!T~m"s s'fJe""c-nn rrIO"cre-o-f
being or eXisting as the da (there) of Being (Da-Sein).
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is the method of inter-bracketing. It is the method

through which philosophy seeks to clarify the conflict and

con-fusion between the phenomenological and the empirical

standpoint - the method of bracketing the empirical-for-

phenomenological and phenomenological-for-the-empirical-'------
critique of language and thinking. It is through which

philosophy must critically and reflectivelY detach itself

from being reduced to a mere critique of "nonsense". The

critique of philosophy is doomed to failure if it fails to

recognise the necessity of inter-brac~eting, and continues

to confuse the phenomenological with what is empirically

reducible or desirable. Boundary-setting is not the

weakness of philosophy but necessary for the expression and

cla!:.!fication of different possible philosophical stand

points. Problems of philosophy thus arise from imposing

or super-imposing the criteria of one philosophical method

on the other. The fUll-blooded scepticism of empir:i.cal

epistemology, and the notion of the world as the concrete

totality of facts need differentiation and bracketing from

and for the phenomenological reduction of the language of

Being.

The concept of ontological difference proceeds

from a conscious realization of the limitation of the

method of empirical epistemology and metaphysics. The

notion of ontological difference therefore is to

Heidegger's phenomenological ontology what the phenomenolo-
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gical epoche is to Russerl's phenomenological philosophy

of the Lebenswelt. It-is the key-concept to the under-

standing of the question of Being. It seeks to avoid the

confusion between Being and beings. As the phenomenolo

gical epoche (Husserl) seeks to avoid the confusion between

the "natural standpoint" and the Lebenswelt (<<life-l'Torld"),

between "transcendental intentionality" and the natural,

psychological or Psychopathological states, the concept

of ontological difference puts all notions of representable

-beings out of action from the inquiry about the meaning of

Being. That is, Being is the "matter of thinking" (die

Sache des Denkens), it is itself not §. being (sei ende). 45

Heidegger does not say "Being 1s" but that 1t 1s. 46 Being

is conceived to be something fundamentally different from

lit~!:al, representati~nal and deter~inate signification

of -beings or enti ties deciferable in physical time and space.

Hence Being as that which is asked about,
must be exhibited in a way of its ovm,
essentially different from the way in which
entities are discovered. According, what is
to be found by the asking - the meaning of
Being - also demandS-that it be concei ved "i_n
a way of its own, essentially contrastip~ with

45r1artin Heidegger, "Zeit und Sein" , L'Endurance
De La Pensee (Paris: Plan, 1968), "Se1n-eine sache,
vermutlich die sache des Denkens."; "Se1n- ein Sache,
abel' nichts Seiendes.", p. 20.

46
Ibid.

es gibt sein".
Wir sagen nicht: Sein ist, ••• sondern:

P. 22.
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the concepts in which entities aaguire
their determinate si~nification. l---
The notion of ontolog:i.cal differenc~ (ontologische

Differenz), not only does it clarify the confusion of the

difference bebleen Being and being by representing "Being"

as a this or a being, but also avoids the fact/value dis

tinction of empirical epistemology. Being is neither an

"is" nor a value in the process of transvaluation, a

creature of cultural evolution. Being rather belongs to

the fundamental structure of human existence which m8~es

the uncovering of meaning or the asking of the question of

Being possible.

The notion of ontological difference furthermore

implies the notion of an essential difference hetween

phenomenological ontology or disclosure of Being and

empirical epi.stemology of beings - the distinction between

the totality of existential structures of Dasein and the

"totali ty of facts" (Hi ttgenstein). It l'lOuld be clear in

our later discussion that the confusion of Being and

beings result from the confusion of phenomenology and

empirical epistemology.

The meaning of Being cannot be grasped or clarified

by an empirical analysis of entities present-at-hand

(vorhandenheit). Rather than solving the problem, empirical

analysis tends to dissolve the problem itself. The logic

47
B. T., p. 26.
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of empiricism fails to find a "sensuous intuition" of

Being as-such. Either "Being" is what love do not know or it

belongs to the meaningless quandary of metaphysical

construction. The -"clear-cut division" between the bvo

realms - phenomenological and empirical - thus remains

for the most part blurred in the history of past ontology.

"The meaning of Being is left undifferentiated and un

contrasted wi th other posslbili ties of Being. ,,48

The notion of ontological difference is basic to

the fundamental distinction of phenomenology ontology

that shows the thing as it in itself and literal language

of empirical ontology. In so far as the notion of ontologi-

cal difference arises from the notion of fundamental

phenomenology it aims to avoid the idealist/realist con-

troversy. The difference of Being from beings does not

mean that "Being" is some "wholly other" being inhabiting

the noetic or dialectic space, nor does it mean that its

meaning can be shown in the language of common sense

realism. Neither Being is completelY different or "wholly

other", nor is it identifiable as one or the other sort of

beings present-at-hand. "Being is always the Being of an

entity,,49 does not mean that Being is a similar or an

identifiable this. It rather means that "Being" is not an

48
Ibid., p. 202.

49Ibid., p. 29.



ideal but something concrete phenomenon of human thinking

and speech.

The concept of "ontological difference", it is

necessary to note, is something we can~ and sp~ak

about, but we cannot represent it, for Being is not a

representable this. Despite its unrepresentability, the

"thinking of difference we meet", says Heidegger, "at the

beginning of the history of metaphysics, runs through its

periods and yet remains hidden, and hence forgotten, as an

issue i.n an oblivion '''hich escapes even us." 50

The concept of ontological difference, in so far as

it is a way of avoiding and combating the notion of "wholly

otherness" of metaphysical ideas and the common sense

realism of positivistic and empirical ontology, comes very

close to Husserl's idea of phenomenological epoche

(bracketing).51 But the notion of ontological difference

50Martin Heidegger, Identity and Difference, trans.
by Kurt F. Leidecker, (New York: Philosophical Library Inc.,
196o), p. 61.

51The phenomenological epoche or bracketing of the
natural standpoint is fundamentally necessary for all
authentic thinKing and. speech. It is the condi tio sine qua
non for any philosophical reduction or critique of pure
infuitions or meanings. Kant's critique of pure reason
failed to be the critique of pure cognitton of thin9:s the'TI
selves (to things themselves is the aim of-phenomenology~

because it did not have the proper :method of phenomenolo
gical epoche•. That is, he failed to susEend the phenomenal
realm of sensibility and understanding. It is necessary
for philosophy 'vhich ai:ns to go back into the ground of
metaphysics. It is that which makes Heidegger's thou~ht
succeed where Kant miserably failed. To bracket is not to
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differs from the notion of phenomenological ~oche in'so far

as it allows for the existential analytic of Dasein's

natural standpoints or everyday structures of being-in-

the-world. The "thing itself" of Heidegger's phenomenolo

gical reduction of being-in-the-world is Being itself

(8ein selbst) rather than "transcendental intentionality"

(Husserl). The ground of phenomenological reduction for

Heidegger is not the actuality of the ego-cogito, but the

fUll-blooded possibility of the ~.52

The ontological difference presupposes a "b1-

furcation" of the essence of truth into the "ontic" and

the· "ontological", or the difference between Being and

beings. The ground of ontological difference is the

"Transcendence of Dasein".53 For over against all beings

Dasein has the possibility to stand in the openness of

Being. The meaning of Being is "thought of as emerging

from difference. 1154 Since Dasein has the possibility to

denounce the meaning of the "natural" and ordinary structure
of thinking and speech. It clarifies the ambiguity of every
day speech and shows the way out of authentic speech.
Bracketing for Heidegger ,means the re-cognition of Being-
Bhe thing itself of phenomenology and beings-the things
themselves of empirical ontology.

52Martln Heidegger, The Essence of Reasons, trans.
by Terrence Mallick, (Evanston: Northwestern Uni versi ty
Press, 1969), p. 27.

53Ibid .', p. 29.

54Heidegger, Identi ty an~ _Difference, p. 58.
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stand in the clearing of Being, "BeingU is not something

thought~provoking for authentic thinking and metaphysics,

but also pervades in the history of Dasein' s °being-in-the

world. It is something most questionable thing for man's

possibility of asking the question.

Although Being provokes human thinking, yet

it does not mean that it can be represented as a this. For

uno-where in existence is there an example of Being, pre

sumably because the essence of Being is the play itself. u55

Like the ideas, says Heidegger, of "physis Logo~, En, ~~,

~~eia, substantiality; objectivity, subjectivi ty ,~lill,

1'1ill to power, will to will" Being does not allow of being

"neatly arranged like apples, pears, and peaches, displayed

on the counter of historical ideas."56 Demand for literal

translation and representation of "Being" is misguided.

It fails to listen to the voice of si~nifying word (Phone

semanticae). It represents, what Prof. Paul Ricoeur

aptly says, "a crisis of language" which on its deeper level

represents the "crisis of reflection,,57 or "thinking"

(das Denkens) itself. For Heidegger, to understand the

signification of the word requires the disclosure of

55Heidegger, ibid., pp. 58-59.

56Ibid., p. 59.

57paul Ricoeur, Freud and Philosophy, trans. by
Denis savage, (New Haven and London~ Yale-University
Press, 1970), p. 54.
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authentic thinking which prepares the genesis of the

language. of Being. The crisis of language, thinking and

phenomenological interpretation of Dasein's being-in-the-

world represent, in other words, the loss of the logic of

ontological difference in philosophy. It is only in

paying attention to the logic of ontological difference

the crisis of language and phenomenological thinking can

be overcome.

The logic of ontological difference shows that the

meaning of "Being" is not swallowed up by the empirical

structure of language. "Being" cannot be represented by

one among "many senses of beings". It is not a particular

this, nor a universal abstracted from the similarities and

differences of this or that class of beings. To put in

linguistic form: "Being is not a being or a this." 'Ihe

"Not" (Das lUcht) bebJeen "Being" and "beings" represents

the logic of ontological difference (die ontologische

Differenz ist das Nicht zwischen 8eienden und 8ein).58

The No! (das Nicht) does not signify an empty nihil

(nihil negativum), nor is it an intellectual distinction. 59

It rather clarifies the logic and lan~ua~e of ontological

difference, that is, "the what of Being is not a being".

The what of "Being" is to be thought of and disclosed in

58Heidegger, Essence of Reason, Preface, p. 3.

59Ibid.
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the clearing of the logic of ontological difference which

sees "the Difference as Difference", and not something

altogether "Different". The ontological difference thus

represents "the presence (die Anwesenheit) of what is

present" in the difference between Being and beings. For

Being js not a thing (Sein aber ist kein Ding). 60 Bei:ng as

"presence" (als Anwesenheit) is the "unconcealedness, the

rising from the unconcealedness, the entry into the uncon~

cealedness, the radiance, the rest, the hidden suddenness

of possible absentingo,,61

Being as die Anwesenheit or e-vent (das Ereignis)62,

it is necessary to note, is the concept fundamental to

Heidegger's thought. For it signifies the historical and

temporal character of "Being", and it distinguishes "Being"

from the metaphysico-theological notion of everlastin~

presence. Tne notions of "possible absenting", concealing

or being in state of forgetfulness distinguishes Heidegger's

conception of Being from that of scholastic metaphYsics and

theology. Being for Heidegger is not a creature inhabiting

the noetic space conceived by conceptual metaphysics. Nor

does Being represent the mystical limit of speech. It is

rather something always ~~sent in language as the hidden

60Jllartin Heidegger, "Zeit und Sein", L'enourance
de~Pen~, p. 18.

61 r;lartin Eeidegger, ',jhat is Called. Thinkinp~? Trans.
by F. D. i'lieck and J. Glenn Gray, (New York: -Harper and How,
1968), p. 237.

622]. cit., p. 58.
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power of the signifying word - a something language is

called upon to express or speak. Language that speaks

about the meaning of Being is the language which discloses

the logic of ontological difference. That is, "when we say

'Being', it means 'Eeing of beings'. ~~en we say 'beings',

it means 'beings in respect of Being'. We are always

speaking within the duality.,,63

The language of ontological difference has a double-

edged. logic. On the one hand it; sho-I,rs the Q'llbi~~uity

of everyday language which conceives "to be" to be some-

thing demonstratable or representa'ble as a this (horse,

chair, ~an etc.), on the otherhand it combats against the

Platonic notion of an altogether different universe of

being - an ideal realm as against the empirical realm of

the particulars or beings (Seienden). "Plato means to say:

beings and Being are in differe~~ places ••• l~us when Plato

gives thought to the different location of beings and Being,

he is asking for the totalll dif!~~ent place of Being as

against the place of beitlgs. 1l64 Ontology, whether it is

Platonic or empirical, 1s not the fundamental ontology

(Heidegger) l'rhich seeks the di sclosure of the truth of

Being in the fundamental disclosure of the ontological

difference.

63
Heidegger, ~~at_~s Called Thinkil~?, p. 227.

64Ibid • p p. 227.
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tiBeing" can be spoken of only through the posses-

s1 ve case (~IBeing of beings) t for the geni ti ve case not

only shows the relatedness but also conceals the geni!ive

difference between Being and beings. To und.erstand the

phenomenologi.cal implication of the "genitive case" in

the expression "Being of beings". For "we always meet

existence (Seiende) and Being (Sein) in their difference".

The terms "beings" and "Being" presuppose one another

through the hidden power of the infinitive "to be", and

the question "what does it mean r to be r a being" brings us

back 'to the question of "Being" which is "the Being or to

be of beings" and itself a beil1~. In our everyday

commercium or concourse with beings (Seienden) man however is

n~free to pay any particular attention to the ontological

difference between "beings" and beings in regard to their

"Being" •

Yet this liberty does not hold for all cases.
By chance it may occur that thought will find
itself called upon to answer the question:
vfuat is the meaning of this oft-mentioned
Being? If under these conditions Being exhibits
itself as a being of ••• t in the genitive dif
ference, then the question just asked would be
more to the point if rephrased: \4hat in your
opinion is the difference if both Being as
Existence (Seiendes) each in tgeir Ol'lTI way
appear through the difference. 5

The question "what does it mean to ask '~what is

Being '" brings' us back to the question "how does t Being t
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stand 'I'll th 'beings'?" or the question "is Being 1tself a

being"? If "Being" is a this or a being, then the question

of capi tali zed "Being" ~la Aristotle should be rejected as

the question about ,pure universal. But if "Being" is not a

this, then we are brought baclr in the question of ontological

difference, namely "h01'l is 'Being' different from 'bein~s'

if it is said 'to be'?" In any case the problem of ontolo-

gical difference becomes inescapable when a phenomenological

thinking is provoked to braclret the natural standpoint of- --------_.-:::.---
human way "to be" and seek its authentic self~expression

in the 91earin~ (Das Ereignis) of authentic 'being and

spealring. For, Aristotle's saying, "a being becomes mani-

fest (with regard to its Being) in many ways" (To 'on

legetai pollaxos), according to Heidegger latently presup-

poses the question about the meaning of "Being".

Aristotle's above statement, says Heidegger, provokes the

question "what is the pervasive, simple, unified determina

tion of Being that permeates all of its multiple meanings?"

Furthermore, "Ttlhat, then does Being mean? To what extent

(why and how) does the Being of beings unfold in the four

modes which Aristotle constantly affirms, but whose common

origin he leaves undetermined ?,,66

What has gone wrong with Aristotelian conception

66william Richardson, Heide~ger: Through
Phenomenology to Thought, p. x.
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of the IImany senses ll of Being determines the history of

metaphysics, namely, the forgetfulness of ontological

difference. Being as II propertyll, as "possibility and

actualityll, as "truth ll and as "the schema of categories"

bypasses the question of ontological difference. It fails

to raise the question, IIwhat sense of Being comes to

expression in these four he£~ing? How can they be brought

into comprehensible accord?" or "what does the lito be"

itself mean? What does the "to bell of beings mean?"

Aristotle seems to have solved the problem of Being by

avoiding to think and clarify the problem of ontological

difference which is co-implicate of our being, thinking and

speaking. Being concei ved as ous.1~ or II presence" of the

Being of beings (ousia, des Seins des Seienden erkannt: die

Anwesenheit)67 is the concept of "the pervasive, simple,

unified determination of Being that permeates all of its

multiple meanings", and which cannot be represented as

beings but only as the "Being of beings." The Aristotelian

conception of ousia find sits most comprehensibla expressj.on

in Heidegger's thought. Aristotle could not work out

because of his literalism and nominalism which brackets the

phenomenological question of Being in order to clarify the

language of this or empirical entities in objective time and-
67

Ibid., p. xi i •
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space. Aristotle seems to be unaware of the logical
I

implication of the conception of ousia in bracketing the

question' of ontological difference between Being and beings,

or not looking into the implication (phenomenological) of

the genitive case ("Being of beings") which drives human

thinking and speech as its fundamental co-implicate.

Philosophy, in forgetfulness of the logic of onto-

logical difference, degenerates either into absolute

idealism or naive or commonsense realism and empiricism.

In either case it falls away from the clarity of the

phenomenological method, the very possibility of fundamental

ontology or the question about the meaning of Being.

Heideggerts phenomenological fundamental ontology avoids

the crisis of philosophical thiw{ing and language ~1ich

results from the conceptual and representative thinking of

tradi tional metaphysics whi ch thi W{s of "beings" (Sei enden)

without paying attention to "Being" as such, or thinks of

"Being" as "different" from "beings" "'i'Tithout paying at-

tention to difference as difference" (d.ie Differenz als

Differenz).68 ~fuen philosophy fails to resolve the tension

of idealism and common sense re~li.sm, it relapses in the

fateful conflict of Ehepomenology and empirical, episte

mology. The cogito leaves the ground of the sum and

relapses either in idealism or in the mystical, and the sum

68
Heidegger, Identity and Difference, p. 63.



desperately confronts the brute facticity of everyday

existence and forgets its authentic pOBsibili ties 'Nhereby

the highest possibilities of the co~ito and. the sum get

reconciled 1n the unconcealment of the truth of Being.

Closely tied with the concept of ontological dif

ference and equally significant for the understanding of

the question of Being is the notion of the forgetfulness of

Being (8e1n s v ergessenhei t ) • And it is thi s concept that tie shall

'take up next in our analysis of the question of Being.

4. The Forge~fulness of Being

The forgetfulness of Being (Seinsvergessenheit), it

1s necessary to note, is one of the basic concepts which

help to explain Heidegger's question of Being. For it

represents man's average and everyday relationship to the

world which tends towards a general loss of the questionin~

about Being, and in a more deeper way it tends to conceal

Dasein's authenti e potentiali ty-for-Being. i\1an' s everyd.ay

comportment towards beings-present-at-hand, or everyday

history of man's being-in-the-world oriented towards beings

bl'ings about the forgetfulness of the ontological difference

between Being and beings. And as a result of this forget

fulness of the ontological difference there results a

deeper forgetfulness of Being which pervades both the

history of being-in-the-world and the history of metaphysics.

Metaphysics forgets the question of Being either by
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repl~esenti ng "Being" as beings , by conceiving Being as

something supersensible. In either case metaphysical

thinking remains either litera~ and ~omin~!istic that is,

empirical and naively realistic or idealistic and concep-

tual, and it fails to work out the problem of phenomeno-

logical disclosure of the ontological difference between

Being and beings. The forgetfulness of Being thus re

presents the failure of philosophy to work out the problem

of Being, a question of phenomenological ontology rather

than empirical ontology and behavioul'istic psychology which

reduces metaphysics to the level of emotive speech and

meaningless for all questions of facts.

Philosophy therefore requires a "back track" from

conceptual metaphysics to the question about the "essence

of metaphYSiCs,,69 which lets Being itself (sein selbst) be.

A thinking and language of Being, as we shall see later on,

becomes necessary to bring the mystery of ontological dif-

ference into the clarity (phenomenological or pure) of

thinking and speech. An authentic thinking which "signifies

memory, thanks" and "rec~lls"70 is necessarY,for "Being"

remains something lilce "an umbrella", says Heidegger, "\'Thich

the forgetfulness of a philosopher has left some'where. ,,71

69Heidegger, Id~~~ity and_~~fr~~~nce, p. 65.

70Heidegger, vfu~~-I~Cal!~~_~~in~in~?,p. 529.

71Heidegger, The Question of Beln~, trans. by W.
Kluback and Jean 'r. Wilde;-TNewYork:-TI1Iayne Publishers, Inc.,
1958 ), p. 91.
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In the long history of philosophy the question of Being is

represented as the question about "being as being" (di e

Frage nach dem Seienden als Seienden) and "Being" as such

"remains as yet unquestioned. ,,72

TI1e forgetfulness of Being, it is necessary to

note, is not a modern antithesis to the Platonic doctrine

of Anamnesis, for Heidegger does not mean to hypostatize a

pre-natal memory of the ideal realm of forms. ~he forget-

fulness of Being has nothing to do with a whether-or-not

question of a nre-natal existence. The question of Being

is a question within time and history of man's being-in-the

world. And the forgetfulness of Being represents the

existential relation of historical being-there (Da-Sein)

in state of average everydayness or "lostness" to the

fundamental question of Being. However, not only does it

represent a .misrelation of everyday Dasein to the Being

question, but it also represents the forgetfulness of the

history of metaphysics 1n asking the question of Being

without paying attention to the ontological difference.

The nominalism and conceptualism are equally

opposed by Heid egger's fundamental ph enomenologi cal ontology.

For both equally bring about the forgetfulness of Being. 73

72I bid., p. 33; see also ~T., p. 487.

73Seen from Heidegger's point of view, not only'
does the metanhysical tradi tion of nominalis'Q1 ~nd concen
tualism !epresent the for~etfulness of 3etn~, out the
descrintlve metanhysics of Strawson and o~hers is also
fraught wi th the- same weal{ness - namely - the forgetfulness
of ontological difference.
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Both seek to represent Being as a "name" or a this or a

concept (sensible or supersensible), i'lhereas "Being" is

neither a this nor a concept of a this. In either case

the what of Being remains ungrasped or forgotten. "Being"--- -
(das sein) is a substantivlsed infinitive (se1n = to be).

It is not a concept of a substance or "primary· ground"

(Prote arche). Being misrepresented as "ground" is

variously conceived as "Logos, a Hypokeimenon, as substance,

as subject.,,74 None of these terms express the meaning of

ontological difference, or grasp vmat is thought about in

the question of Being. The language of traditional meta-

physics is conceptual to the core. Being is not something

to be filled in the narrow stretch of concepts. The

question of Being demands an existential language which

discloses what is questioned in the very mode of Dasein's act

of questioning. In absence of the disclosure of Being as

the authentic potentiality-far-being in the act of

questioning, "these novel terms (Logos, Hypokeimenon,

Substance, and Subject) which we have been using" says

Heidegger, " ••• no longer suffice. For Whatever these terms

designate, Whatever is represented by the mode of thimcing

stimulated by them, stems a~_~~at_~hi~~~~lifferent.,,75

The conceptual thinking of metaphysics "stems from

74 .
Heidegger, Identl~~2:::'~~f.!.~!:.ence,p. 53.

75Ibid ., p. 64; underline is mine.
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that which is different", it drives language away from

thinking. of the "difference". And the language bewitched

by concepts fails to unconceal the thing-itself of thought -

the truth of Being. Concepts themselves parrade as the

things themselves of conceptual metaphysics, The ontolo-

gical difference "the ground-plan in the essential struc

ture of metaphysics,,76 becomes forgotten, The difficulty

of language (metaphysical or conceptual) and thinking

constitutes the difficulty of the question of Being.77

For w'hen l'le say "This is a book", "This is a man, 8. tree

etc. , it we pay Ii ttle attention to what is concealed and

revealed in the little 1'1Ord "i s". \>1e take the structure of

language for granted and do not care to see as to what does

it mean to say that a thing is i<lhat it is. It is what it

is, the question about the "is" does not seem to puzzle us.

The question of Being does not occur to us in everyday use

of language •

.(AI though) The Ii ttle word "i s" whi ch is met
everyday in our language and tells of Being
even where it does not come to the fore,
harbours the enttre fate of Being, from the
estin gar einai of Parmenides to the "ls" of
the-specula-five principle of Hegel and still
further to the dissolution of the "is" in the
positing of a will to power by Nietzsche.7R

76Ibid.

77Ibid. , p. 66.

78Ibid. , p. 66.
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From the inattention to the telling word "is"

results the fallacy of literalism which represents Being

as beings. 'ilie question of the diff~rence between Being

and beings 1s "never even been asked in the history of

thought."79 The forgetfulness of Being thus results from

the forgetfulness of the ontological difference. SO The

notion of the forgetfulness of Being is not something

Heidegger constructs to destroy metaphysics, but as he

says it results from a patient and "decade-long attention

paid to what has been, as evidenced in the metaphysical

thinking of the west."Sl

Reflecting upon the destructive critique of his

question Heidegger saYs that his cri tics "do their

best to show that this inquiry about Being brings only

confusion, that its effect is destructive, that it is

nihilism", and that crt ticism gets further accentuated

"since the appearance of eXistentialism,,,82 and logical

positivism. The positivistic critique even goes so far

791.bid., p. 43. '

SOIbid.

81Heidegger, The Question of Being, p. 91.

82Heidegger, An Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 169.
Heidegger seems to distinguishhfsviewfrom'-thepopular
form of "existentialism". His concept of "existence" assumes
an altogether different si~nification in The Letter on
Humani sm. By breakinn: the T/lord as "ex-si ?TW3Y1c'e'r-;-:'J!1:L ch we
Sl1aIIOTscuss later 011, he attri butes it to the meanilW of
1'llan as being the Da of Sein, the possibility to stand In
the clearing grouIKr of Be~ng.- ---......~------------~----
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as to say that the question of "Being" is a misleading use

of the term. "Being" becomes a thing of question from a

metaphysical "superstition", it is a misleading expression

of "a superficial grammatical feature" of language, which

on its face is deceptive for the "sentences 'l'Thich express

existential propositions and sentences which express at-

tributive propositions maybe of the same grammatical

form. ,,83 And to this A. J. Ayer further adds:

To this error must be attributed, not only
the utterances of a Heidegger, who bases his
metaphysicp on the assumption that "Nothing"
is a name 81-r which is used to denote son'.ething
peculiarlY mysterious, but also the prevalence
of such problems as those concerning the
reality of propositions and universals whose
senselessness, though less obvious, is no less
complete. 85

Heidegger, it is curious to note, along with posi-

tivism, is a harsh critic of traditional metaphysics. His

critique of language-game, however, is directed at showing

the inadequacy of the representative a~i conceptual language

83A. J. Ayer, Language_, _p'u!h _~~c:!._Logi c (New York:
Dover Publications, I~c., 1952), p. 42.

84 r think Ayer's critique results from a misrea1ing
of Heidegger, for no where does he confuse the ontological
difference and involves the fallacious assumptions attri
buted to him. Besides Ayer needs to have read Heidegger's
own theory of naming which treats names as expressing the
"call" of thinking rather than denoting a this by draping
language over a thing. See what Is_Q~!!~~_Thi~~~ng?, p. 120.

85Ibid ., pp. 43-44. Also see, Rudolf Carnap, "The
Elimination-oI Metaphysics Through Logical Analysis of
language", Logi cal 1)osi ti vi sm, ed it ad by A. ~T. ll..}{er f

(New York: :ne-Free-Press--J Tg59) , pp. 67-69.
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of metaphysics. Unlike positivists, Heidegger's critique

of metaphysics is not a destructive one. By pointing out

the ambigui ties of metaphysical language, he sho~'1s the

possibility of grounding metaphysics itself. His is not a

reductionist method of' "elimination of metaphysics" through

a "logical analysis" of the "working" of language".86 He is

not unaware of the "di fficulty" of language ("das sch1'Iierige

liegt in del" sprache"). 87 But that cloes not mean that the

possibility of metaphysics is a closed. issue of a non-

senslcal game of language. The inadequacy of "the

'abstractions' of formal 10gic ll ,88 and lithe language of

metaphysics ll89 only Sh011S the insurmountable difficulty of

the question of Being and not its absolute impossibi Ii ty

or senselessness. The expression IIBeing of beings" and

IInothing ll is not lI a mere sequence of word 11,90 a mere

metaphysical hypostatization of a "grammatical sUbject,,91

86
Ibid., p. 45.

87Identity and Difference, p. 66.
see IdentatUi1C:l"DifferenZ;-p. 72:

88B.T. p. 487.

For German text

89" Iv1artin Heid egger: Letter on Humani sm", Phi losophy
in th~~!~~~~et~_Q~~!u~'y., Vol. II, p. 280.

90Rudolf Carnap, "The Elimination of 1·1etaphysics
Through the Logical Analysis of Ianguage ll , ~~L~os!-~!..vism,

p. 72.
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or "follov,ring grammar beyond the boundaries of sense", as

Carnap and AyeI' would have us believe. The language of

Being is the expression of the existential structures of

being-in-the-world. The positivistic analysis of language,

rather than succeeding in showing the meaninglessness of

metaphysics, itself becomes meaningless in crossing beyond

its empirical realm and trying to explain altlaY that which

it cannot SpeN{ about and where of it must have passed

over in silence.

"Being" is not a metaphysical or "grammatical

subject" hypostatized in a sentence or a slice of language;

it is rather "something" l'J"hich "pervades" the existential

structures of Dasein, the modes of its being-in-the-world,

1ts states-of-mind, understanding and speech. It is

"already there". Nor is Being a metaphysical category

subsisting in some noetic or dialectic space beyond the

objective world of space and time, it is rather that which

is identically present over against all beings. But it is

not the "same" as beings; it can only be expressed as

"Being of beings". It 1s neither an "attribute", nor a

"name" of a this or a that; nor is it representable by any

of the dichotomous categories of traditional metaphysics 

SUbject/object, universal/particular. "Being", furthermore

is not an empty word, nor the question about its meaning a

mere poetic exercise of language. It is rather "the



worthiest of all questions", 92 and that, "whi ch looks at

the start as an empty word must therefore, contrary to this

appearance, have a determinate meaning.,,93 However, "Being

and the understanding of being is not a given fact"94 to

be logically analysed and empirically verified as an entity

among the "totality of facts." The traditional definition

of Being as "permanent, ali-laYs identical, already-there,

given - all mean fundamentally the same: enduring presence,

'on as 9usia,,95 did not arise out of an accident. Heidegger

says:

This definition of being is not accidental, it
has grown out of the determination ~1ich

dominates our historical being~there by
virtue of its great beginning among the Greeks.
If being has deter~inateness it is not because
lore have delimited a mere word I!Jeaning. The
determinateness of bei n.S is the POI<Ter whi ch
still sustains and dominates-aIl our relations
to the essent as a whole, to becoming, to 6
appearance, to thinking, and to the ought. 9

To talk of the "determinateness" of Being is not to

irr.ply that Being is a representable "fact" or entity (seiende),

or something of which proximally and for the most part man

has a "clear and distinct, idea", a something "demonstrable"

92Heidegger, An Introducti on to _.Netaphysi cs, 'P. 1.68.

9J1bid •

94Ibid •

95~~'J p. 169.
96Ibid •
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in the language of metaphysics. It is rather something

which remains for the most part forgotten in historical

being-in-the-wor1d and the history of metaphysics, The

obviousness and brute appearance of entities "present-at-

hand" (vorhandenhei t) p and enti ties "ready-to-hand"

(zuhandenheit)p97 tempts language and thinking to "cultivate"

the "familiar essents and suppose that it suffices to go on

taking essent as essent." And from this cultivation of

"essent as essent" arises the notion of Being as an empty

Nihil ("da8 sein 1'1ie ein Nichts"),98 or the positivistic

notion of "Pseudo-concept." "Nihi 1ism" and "the forget-

97Heidegger's idea of the world differs from
'\.Jittgenstein's idea of the world that is the case" or
"tota1ity of facts," Heidegger groups and analyses the
factual world into two distinct categories, i.e., (a)
emITres "present-at-hand ", (b) enti ties "ready-to-hand".
Entities which have pragmatic use relationship to Dasein
like a "hammer", "Book" and "the pathwaYs" are the entities
"ready-to-hand", and entities other than the range of
Dasein's comportments" and "circumspection: are entities
"present-at-hand" • 'Ehe meaning and distinction of entities
depend upon Dasein I s bej.ng-il1-the-~\JOrld. An enti ty present
at-hand, however, may pass over into an entity ready-to
hand and vice versa. That is, an entity uresent-at-hand
like "a lump of clay", or a "log of wood"-may turn into a
"pot" or a "boat" or an entity ready-to-hand, and also they,
when tossed into deformation, turn into present-at-hand.
It is not possible to talk of the world that is the case
prior to historical being-there in the world. Entities are
what they are, a mass of distinction1ess ontic presence.
The problem of language, meaning and truth has its origin in
hi stori cal being-there-in-the-world. See B. T., d i vi sion one
Part one and Section III. ---

98Ibid., p. 169; see for German expression,
Einft.l.hrunglndie I~eta1)hysic, (Ttibingen: i'Iax NIemeyer,
1966), p. 155."- -



fulness of Being" both result from cultivating "only the

essent" ("In der vergessenhei t des Seins nur das Seiende

betreiben - das 1st Nihi Ii smus" ) •99 So much so that

language pays little heed to the phenomenological sense of

the copula. Once the phenomenological sense of the "is" is

grasped, "it is mistake to talk about the indeterminateness

and emptiness of being • ,,100

The question about the meaning of Being is the

question about the unconcealment of what remains otherwise

hidden in forgetfulness. 101 The forgetfulness of Being so

heavily takes possession of historical being-in-the-world and

speech, that the question of Being does not remain something

~ults from t.he forgetfulnes~._of_~~~.-£~~olog~ca!._~~ff~~el2..ce.

The latter cannot be avoided due to the everyday structure

of Dasein's being-in-the-world. Dasein encounters for the

most part "beings" and not "Being" as such. Han uses the

copula "is" to connect a particular this of the entities

present-at and ready-to-hand (a tree, a man, a book and a

hammer) with a designative~ of language. The sig~ of

language replaces the thisness 'by a name and sho~Ts a this

to be "a book", "a tree" or a "man". But what does the

99Tbid •

100Ibi~., p. 168.

101 Ib· d 16__J._., p. •
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little word "is" points to never becomes a thing for question.

"Is" provokes no question, it simply dangles bet't'Teen a

sUbject and the predicate. "Being" for the most part thus

raises no question at all. And there is no reason why

should one attend to the phenomenological sense of a gram-

mati cal term when common usage does not seem to suggest any

mystery concealed into it. Everything that is is and can

be said clearly to be so. TI1erefore, it is often thought

that "to go further and introduce being as distinct from it

(Seiende) is artificial and leads to nothing. ,,102 'rhe

empirical language despairs language by arbitrary setting

limits to its expressibility. The positivistic critique

of language ends in setting up "limits" to speech in ac-

cordance 'Ni th its pseud onotion of "clarity" and "meaning".

Rather than solving the problem, it dissolves the problem

itself. vlliereas if we look into possibility of a si~~if~~n~

s~~ech (Phone semanticae) no such limit to the sayability of

language can be set. Hhat looks mean~ngless literally10 3

is meaningful from the meaning-giving (Sinl1-,gebung) struc-

tures of Dasein's being-in-the-world. In every case even

102!bid., p. 26.

103
"Our charge agai nst the metaphysi cian is ••• that

he produces sentences which fail to conform to the condi
tions under which alone a sentence can be literally
significant. No statement that refers to a:reality trans
cending the limits of possible sense-experience can be
literally significant." A. J. Ayer, Ianguage, Truth and
Log~, -p.---pr:------ -------.---------



when the language of everyday or empirical metaphysics

remains forgetful of Being, it is "fundamentally" asking

about Being. 1 01.1,

The idea of the forgetfulness of Being, it should

be noted, is not a negative conception; it presupposes the

possibility of a recollection of Being in thinking and

speech. Heidegger says that the "oblivion" of Being pre~

serv.es "untouched treasures", it is the "prom1.se of a find,"

and only waiting for its "search". "Rememhr.ance applies to

this concealment in which unconcealment (Aletheia) is based."l05

There emerge two main points from the foregoin~

di scussions: (1) the question of Being is ne1 ther a

metaphysical construction nor a pseudo-concept, but is some

thing basic and implicit in the "vague avera.ge understanding

of Being lt which already belongs to Dasein's being-in-the

world, and which even in the state of the forgetfulness of

Being preserves the possi"bili ty of disclosure (A-letheia),

(2) the question of Being is not only the "closest" (as

part of the totality of existential structures of being-in

the-~TOrld) and the "farthest" (as something "t'lhich remain

forgotten in everyday being-in-the-worlcl), 1Jut is also the

foremost question that determines the fateful history of

meta.physics "from the estin~__~inai of Parmenides" to

104-Heldegger, Ope cit., p. 26.

105Heldegger, 'I'h.~Questl~n of_;§ei11?;,, p. 91.
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Nietzsche I s will to power. 'l'he metaphysical thinking in

seeking to represent Being as beings represents a long

history of the forgetfulness of Being, the forgetfulness of

ontological difference. Like some Imme, metaphysics always

"stumbles" on beings, represents Being as beings, always

questions and seeks beings or something as the value of its

bound variables rather than Being itself. At its best, it

represents Being as Idea of noetic or dialectic space. The

ontological di.fference thus remains forgotten.

A phenotlenological analysis of the word "forget-

fulness" (vergessenheit) reveals its Greek sense as "with-

drawal into concealment". The counter-phenomenon to

"forgetfulness" or "withdrawal into concealment" is "recol-

lection" or bringing into un-concealment. 'Ihis counter-

phenomenon of "recollection" or "bringing into un-concealment"

is the implied sense of Plato's doctrine of '~ne~is.

That is, "oatching-sight-once-again, (hence) the revealing,

of beir.gs, sc. in that by whi ch they sign-forth." (das

wieder-.zu-gesicht-Bekommen, das Erltbergen, nM.rnlich des

Seienden in seinem Aussehen) .106 If thus the truth of Being;

rests in oblivion as "the promise of a find", and Being

remains the most unclear and forgotten in everyday being-in-

the-world and in the representative thinking of metaphysics,

106
Richardson, Heidegger: Thro~~~_~~~~~olog~_!~

~o~ght, Preface, pp. xii-xiii.



then the question about the meaning of Being is the question

about th·e "clearing", "unconcealment", and "recollection"

itself. And from this arises the question about the "way",

the "process" of making manifest the what or thing itself,

Being itself, which is the problem phenomenology, thinking

and language. But before proceeding to take up the problem

of the way and the method of unconcealing, that is, of

phenomenology, thinking and language, it is necessary to

take a look at the "clearino;~ground" of Being, the "Da-sein"

itself.

5. The Clearin~-ground

"Dasein" is the clearing-ground of Being. It is

the fundamental presupposition of the question about the

meaning and truth of Being. The word "Dasein" signifies

the possibility of a "there" or "openness" (da) of Being

(Sein) in the world. Dasein alone, of all entities, has

the possibility of standing out in the openness of Being.
,

It does not merely happen to be or "occur" among or along-

side other entities. Ontically, it is distinguishable

from entities other than itself in so ~r as Being itself

is "an issue for it.,,10? To Dasein's understanding

107
B. T., p. 32.
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belongs "a disclosive potentialitY-for-Being.,,108 It 1s

peculiar", says Heidegger, "to thi s ent1 ty that w1 th and

through its Bei.~SS, this Being is disclosed. to it. Under

standi~~_~!_~~~~~__~~~~~~!!_?-_~~!~~~!~_~ha~ac~~~~s~£_of

Da~e1~~_~~~ng. Dasein 1s ont1cally distinctive in that it

is ontologlcal.,, 109

To say that Dasein is "ontological" means that it

has its mode of "being in such a way" that "an und erstaIlding

of Being" already belongs to it. 110 It is how'ever, not

possible to define "Dasein" in terms of empirical conception

of man. Nor does "Dasein" represent a sociological or

psychological View of man. It rather signifies the exis-

tential mode of being-in-the-world which constitutes the

essence of man. The "\'That" of Dasein is "existence."111

"The 'essence' of Dasein lies in its existence" ('Das

'wesen' des Dasein liegt in seiner Existenz').112 The word

"existence" (Existenz") must be distinguished from its

traditional identification with "existentia" which only

signifies "Being-present-at-hand" (vorhandenhei t), a kil1d

of Being which is inappropriate to Dasein's character." ll 3
-------_.------------------------_.._---

108 Ibie ., p. 183.

109Ibid., p. 32.

110Ibid •

lll Ibid ., p. 67

112Ibidq p. 67;
Niemeyer, 19b7T, p. 42.

113Ibid •
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Th'e term "existence" is sole significative of Dasein alone .114

It is necessary to understand the meaning of the

word "existence", for it constitutes the essence of

Dasein's being-there-in-the world as "disclosive potentia-

lity-for-Being". Its phenomenological sense must be dis-

tinguished from the sense attributed to it "in the language

of metaphysics", where it is referred to "the reality of

anything at all that is real, from God to a grain of

sand.,,115 The meaning of the word "existence" points to the

fundamental meaning of Dasein as the "clearing-ground" of

Being. "In Being and Time the term existence is used

exclusively for the being of man. Once 'existence' is

understood right.ly, the 'essence' of 'being-there can be

recalled in its openness."ll6 'lhe word "existence"

denotes "a mode of Being", and "specifically, the Being

of those beings who stand open for the openness of Being

in which they stand, by standing it.,,11? Dasein as

"existence" consists "in standing in the 'out' and. 'there'

of unconcealedness in which Being itself is present.,,118

114Ibid •

115M• Heidegger: "The Way Back into the Ground of
Metaphysics", Philosophy in the Twentieth Century, Vol. II,
p. 212. -

116Ibid •

11?Ibid.

118
Ibid., pp. 212-13.
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To understand the meaning of the exclusive and constitutive

essence of Dasein as "existence", let us read Heidegger's

own words:

The being that exists is man. Man alone exists.
Rocks are, but they do not exist. Trees are,
but they do not exist. Horses are,but they
do not exist. Angels are but they do not exist.
God is, but he does not exist. The proposition
"man alone exists" does not mean by any means
thaf-man-aIone-is-a-real-befng1m1ile all other
beings are unreal and mere apnearances or human
ideas. The proposition "man exists'means: man
is that being whose Being-rs-dfSffngUIshed by
the open-standing standing-in the unconcealeness
of Being, from Being, in 3eing. 119

Dasein, thus, represerJts "the open-stand ing-it) the

unconcealedness of Being, from Being, in Being." The

question of "existence" and "Daseln", hOllfever, is "sub-

servient" to the question about the "meaning" and "truth"

of Being. That is why "the treatise", says Heidegger,

"which sought to point the way back into the ground of

metaphysics did not bear the title 'Existence and Time',

nor 'Consciousness and Time', but Be!.~~_~12d T!.~~. "120

llDasein" understood as the clearing-ground of Being, "the

open-standing-in the unconcealed ness of Being, from Being,
I

in Being" and "existence" as "ex-sistence" or the possibi-

Ii ty to "dwell" and stand out in the openness and "clear

ing of Being,,121 clarifies the fallacy involved in anthrono-
----_._--_._-----------------_._-----------------

119 .
Ibid., p. 213. 120 Ibid •

121"~'lartin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism",
ibid., p. 286.
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centric critique of Heidegger. The existential analytic

of Dasein is the way that leads into the "ground of

metaphysics", into the "clearing of Being", for Dasein as

"ex~sistlng" dwells in the truth of Being, and this

"dwelling" is the essence of its "being-in-the-world. ,,122

The unique meaning of "existence" and. "Dasein" as

the clearing-ground of Being defines the nature of

Hei-dagger's philo~:;ophy ~Jhich conceives "Being", as "the

shelter that in view of its own truth shelters man in his

ex-sisting essence in such a way that it lodges ex-sistence

in language",1 23 which conceives "existence", as "ex-sistence"

that "inhabits as it thin.1{s the house of Beinb£.,,124 His

philosophy is the philosophy of Being, it is the pheno

menology of Being rather than the so-called "existential

philosophy". His philosophy differs from the existential

philosophy of Sartre i'lhere man is "cond emned" to be, to be

"free". v}hereas, man is "of Being, from Being, in Being"

in Heidegger's thought; he is not a simulation of

"Transcendental ego". Illan is essentially a "being-in-the-

world." The "world" is "the openness of Being. Ean is

and is man in so far as he alone of all being is said to

be existing. He stands exposed to the openness of Being,

122
Ibid., p. 298.

123!£i~., p. 300.

124Ibid •



an openness which is Being itself.,, 125 Han is not a self-

assertive "subject", his essence as "ex-sistence" lies "in

the openness of Being.,,126 Nan is not value-oriented

being toward-God; he II"brings" "the clearing of the truth of

Being before thought.,, 127 Heidegger's is not the philoso-

phy of "athei.stic humanism", nor is it "theistic humanism",

about the "relationship between God and Dasein", it remains

"indifferent." 128

The idea of the essence of man as "existence"

brackets the question of "consciousness", "subjectivity"

and ".rationali ty" and shows the phenomenon of "being-in

the-world" or the "ex-sistence of man" as "the standing in

the clearing of Being", 129 or "emerging into the truth of

Being. "lJO Heidegger, thus, aims at avoiding the conflict-

ing views of man which proceed from "Psychologism",

"biologism" and "anthropologism." The essence of man lies

in the existential structures of "being-in-the-world" and

its immanent "understanding of Being." The "existential

125I bid • , p. 293 ..

126Ib1d •

127 I bid.

128Ibid. t p. 294.

129Ibid ·• , p. 277.

130Ibid. , p. 279.
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analytic" of "being~ln-the-w'orld" in ~~d .2ei t aims at

openi11g the ecstatic relation to the clearing of Being. ,,131

Man is the "shepherd", the "neighbour" of Being, his

essence as "ex-sistence consists of dwelling in the near-

ness of Being ~ ,,132

The "existentiality" of Dasein is not the "actuality

of the ego-cogito",133 nor is it an idea of "transcendental

subjectivi ty", "soul" or "substance", it is "the ec-static

dwelling in the nearness of Beit~. It is the guardianship,

i.e. the concern of Being",134 it 1s that which constitutes

Dasein's "being-in-the-i'lorld", both its everyday actuali ty

or inauthenticity, and its authentic possibility-far-Being.

To understand the meaning of "existentiality" of Dasein,

"we must leap in order that vle may experience in our own

person the belo~it1g-togetherof man and Being. ,,135 The

idea of "belonging-together of man and Being" means "an

intertwining" of man and Being. 1 36 It is, how"ever, necessary

to note, that Dasein' s "everyday" "being-in-the-world for

the most part remains absorbed into the "they (Das T1an).

---"----~----_._-------------_.----_.----
131Ibid.

132IbiC!., "p. 288.

133Ibicl., p. 289.

134Ibid.

135Heidegger, Identi ty and Diff~!:en~~, p. 23.

136Ibid., p. 22.
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Dasein as· "being-with=others" remains for the most part

"inauthentic" and forgetful of its existentiality, its

possibility of standing out into the openness and clearinp;

of Being. His unique "mineness,,137 remains for the most

part and "proximally" "undifferentiated. "138 Phenomeno-

logically the "i1ho" of "Being-in-the-1'1orld" proximally and

for the most consists of "the mode of Dasein's average

everydayness. ,,139 The everyday "world" of Dasein is a

"wi ~h-world" (~!iti'T~l~J. "Being-in is Being-i',ri th others.

Their Being-in-themselves i1i thin-the-i10rld is Da~~!.n-with

(I'1i!-D~~ein).140 The "1'1ho" or "self" of everyday Dasein

is the "they" (Das {iIan), 141 or the "they-self" (das l'ian-.

selbst ) .11~·2

Howsoever forgetful aln far dispersed Dasein may be

in its everyday mode of existence, its possibility of re-

collecting the truth of Being, its "potentia11 ty-for-Eeing",

and its possibility of standing out in the "clearing of

Being" is still constitutive of it. This is what further

--_._._-----------------------_._----------_ .._._--------.-

137 B•T. pp. , 67, ,68.

1 38Ibid. , p. 69.

139Ibid • , p. 79.

140Ibid • , p. 155.

141Ibid • , p. 164.

14.2 Ibid • , p. 167.
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constitutes the ontico-ontological priority of Dasein in

the question of Being, and its difference as "Being-in-

the-w-orld" from "Being-present-at-hand". Since "the

involvement of Being in human nature is an essential

feature of Being", l lj.J the term "Dasein" is chosen to

characterize in "a single term both the involvement of

Being in human nature and the essential relation of man to

the openness ("there") of Being as such. "14l} The exi stential

analytic of Dasein thus aims at explicating "Dasein" as the

clearing-ground of Being, the "sphere of Being in t<lhi ch man

stands as man", 145 whi ch malces the question about the

meaning of Being both possible and meaningful. It ls,

hmITever, necessary to note that the meaning and truth of

Being does not depend upon or "exhausts itself in being

there, nor can it by any means simply be identified with it

after the fashion of the metaphysical proposition: all

obj ectivi ty is also su bjectivi ty. ,,1~,6 t~or does the idea

of "the involvement of Being in human nature" mean that the

truth and meaning of Being is a solipsistic truth of "Being-

14J" Nartin Heidegger: The \vay Back into the Ground
of Hetaphysi cs", Philosophy in the Ti'lenti eth Century,
p. 211.

144Ibid •

145Ibid •

146
Ibid. t p. 212.
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I

in-the-world." Being is the phenomenological truth or

IIthing itself" of Dasein IS bei1'l..g-in-the-'l'lOrld, the truth of

thinking and speech. Dasein is the clearing-ground or "the

location of the truth of Being", it can not be replaced by

any other metaphysical terms "consciousness", "subjectivity" &

"objectivity", or "soul". It is the possibility of the

disclosedness of Being-itself. Dasein is "cast" by Being

itself to let itself be. It 1s subservient to Being.

Let us listen to 'Heidegger's own words:

i'1an is rather "cast" by Being itself into the
truth of Being, in order that he, ex-sisting
thus, may guard the truth of Beingr in order
that in the light of Bein,,~,being as bein~s

may appear as what it is •••• Man is the
guarTIian of Being. The thinking in 3e1n und
Zeit proceeds towards this, when ecs~afic

existence only is experienced as "cave". 147

OUr foregoing discussion has tried to show (l) that

Being is something ontologically different from all beings,

and disgUised in all predicates of "is", (2) that Being

for the most part 1s no question at all in the history of

Dasein IS eyeryday being-in-l'lOrld and the history of meta-

physics (since it is either idealistic or empirical), (3)

that Dasein is the clearing-ground or the possibility of

the clearing of Being, (4) that Being 1s not a reified

"consciousness", "spirit", "god" or "absolute Being"

beyond time and history, but has its "involvement" and

147"lVlartin Heidegger: Letter on Humanis8", ib~d.,
p. 281.
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"belonging togetherness II 'tITl th "human nature" and speech.

Since the question about the meaning of Being is essentially

the question about the L£gos or clearing of Being, our

further discussion will be concerned with the question of

how to say and show what Being is? or in other words, what

is the way of phenomenology, thinking and language? Our

aim is to show that phenomenology, thinking, and language

constitute but one triadic path or hermeneutic possibility

of the meaning and truth of Being.



II

THE PROBLEM Oli' THE LOGOS OF BEING

The question of Being in other Nords is the

question about the logo~ of Being. The real problem is

not that "Being is" (es gibt sein) but how to Sh01'l and say

that it is. Unlike Wittgenstein, for Heidegger what can

be shown can also be ~aid (was gezeigt werden kann, kann

gesagt werden).l The problem really is: "how is one to

give a name to what he is still searching for"? (vie solI

einer nennen, was er erst sucht?)2 The problem of how to

~how and say "what Being 1s" brings about the problem of

phenomenology, thinking, and language. These three paths

constitute but one triological path of "letting Being be"

in Heidegger's thought - the hermeneutic path of the dis-

1
Ludwig Wi ttgenstei.n, Tractatus Logico-Philbsouhicus,

trans. by D. F. Pears and B. T. McGuinnesg-rronaon: Ro~redge

and Kegan Paul, 1969), 4-1212, Only by omitting the term
"Nicht" from ""lIlaS geziegt werden kann, kann nicht gesRcrt
werden" is it possible for the Wittgensteinian critique of
language to pass over Heidegger's notion of language where
das sagen (saying) is the necessary presupposition of all
possible showing (das zeigen). That is, cri.tique of language
is the fundamental presupposition of phenomenology which is
a way back into the ground of fundamental ontology.

2Mar±in Heide~ger, On the Way to Langua~e, trans.
by Peter D. Hertz, (~ew YorkT-rrIT!~r~QrRr-ITow~(1),p. 20;
for German see Unterw~g zur spr~che (Neske, 1959), p. 110.

- 60 ..
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closure or truth of Being. For thinking and language

belong together in the logos of Being. The saying of

Parmenides: "one should -both say and think that Being is"
i ~ !';}:J _ \ Ji _

(XP-h LO f.,<"c.yfc.LV -c t VOE-L~ -c t. OY E!U-tttV\{L) clearly

implies the togetherness of thinking and language, and

according to Heidegger it stands as "the unspoken call that

points to the beginning of western thinking.) In the

following discussions we shall attempt to show how the

question of Being remains seated in the heart of his

problems of phenomenology, thinking and language.

1. ~~nomenology

Phenomenology for Heidegger 1s the way of giving a

"demonstrative precision" to the fundamental theme of onto-

logy - the question about the meaning of Being. "Only as

phenomenology is ontology is possible.,,4

Phenomenology, it is necessary to note, 1s the way

that goes back to the thing itself (die Sache Selbst). The

nature of the thing itself determines the nature of dif-

ferent phenomenological philosophies. As for example the

different conceptions of the thing itself between Husserl

and Heidegger constitutes the difference between the

former's notion of transcendental phenomenology - the

,--------- ,--------

3Heidegger, ~fuat Is C~!~ed Thinking, p. 17R•

4B.'l\, p. 60.
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phenomenology of the transcendental ego and universal

Ehenome~olo~~cal ontol£gy of the latter - the phenomenology

of the meaning and the truth of Being. The phenomenolo

gical truth or the thing itself of Russerl is transcendental

subjectivity, for Heidegger it is the truth of Being as

"transcendens pure and simple" (veri tas transcendentalis )...5

Both thus differ fundamentally in their notions of the

thing itself, in their adherence to the phenomenological

method. It is further necessary to note that for Reidegger

the phenomenological method is not limited to the phenome-

nological movement. Phenomenology for him is the only

remaining possibili ty of thin..1{lng (nur dadurch 'blubende

M8g1ichkeit des Denkens), even though it might disappear as

a school in favour of the concern of thinking (dann Kann

sie (die Phanomenologie) als Titel verschwinden zugunsten

der Sache des Denkens). 6 The ',.fOrd "Phenomenology", unlike

other words with the combination of the word logos like

"Theology", "biology" and others, does not designate the

"SUbject-matter", or "the object of researches". It is

rather primarily concerned with the how of "any exhibiting-- -

of an entity as it shows itself in itself. ,,7 Phenomenolo,csy

is thus the ''possibili ty" of the disclosure of Being. It 1s

5Ibid ., p. 62.

6Heidegger, Zur Sache des Denkens (TUbingen: Hax
Niemeyer, 1969), p. 90.

7Heidegger, ou. cit., p. 59.-----
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I

the science in its own way (unlike the natural sciences) of

"describing" the phenomenon or the thinghood (die sachhei t)

of what is to be describe~, ~~te~ or demonstrated

"directly" or "phenomenally.,,8

Both for Husserl and Heidegger ~1enomenology

signifies a way back "to the things themselves" (zu den

Sachen selbst);J "to the things themselves" is the implied

meaning of the Greek combination of the word "Phenomenology".

The word "phenomenology" reformulated in its original

Greek form, - ,,>.lycLV"tq WC<:lVO,U..tVX "- means "to let

that which shows itself be seen from itself in the very way

in which it shows itself" «(~cno~:xCYt<r6'~H "CCx. \}>XLVD.M<:Vcc. )~10

Phenomenology conceived as the way of l:J- A~EklCi
(unverborgenheit, or unconcealment) or letting the thj.n~

itself which shows l~self be seen from itself in the ve~l

wa¥ in which it shows itself, is pregnant with serious

philosophical implications. The notion of phenomenological

disclosure of the thing itself m~{es it possible for

philosophy to go beyond the antinomical structure of

Kant's critical philosophy. The phenomenological function

of philosophy is not a may-pole dance between the antino

mical structure of knowledge - which conceives the antino-

B1bid •

9Ibid ., p. 58. For German see Setn 1::!.~<! Zeit, p. 3[1-.

lOTbid.



my of the thing itself and the symbolic to be the limit of

all possible knowledge. ii For Kant "an intuition can never

directly correspond" to the thing itself. He further says

that all our metaphysical knowledge is "merely symbolical"

of the things themselves. 12 The implication of Kant's

6'critical philosophy is that the phenomenology as a way back

to the things themselves (zu den Sachen selbst) is impos

sible. Philosophy can only be a critique of symbolic

forms. 13 The chief aim of Phenomenology on the other hand

is to transcend the Kantian antinomy of the empirical and

the !deal, and go back into the ground of the thi~gs them

selves (die Sachen selbst). Heidegger's notion of the

phenomenological disclosure of the truth of Being (die

Unverborgeru1eit der Wahrheit des Seins) is the notion of the

11Immanuel Kant, Criti~ue of P~re J~gment, trans.
by J. H. Bernard (New York: Harper Publishers, 1958),
p. 197-98.

12Ibi~., p. 198.

13"All knowledge of whatever kind is bound up with •••
an element of symboli sm. lJle may therefore speak of a
philosophy of symbolic forms". Wilbur Marshall Urban,
~nguage and Reality, (New York: The MaCMillan Company, 1939),
p. 6SJ. Earnst Cassirer envisages a similar philosophical
"system of symboli c forms" in w'hi ch each narttcular II form"
and "symbol" of culture would be absolute" and "take its
meaning solely from the place in which it stands, a system
in which the content and- significance of each form •••
stands with other spiritual energies and ultimately with
totali ty. " The Phi losophy of SYP:lboli c Forms, Vol. I,
trans. by Ralph j·;anheiIll(Ne\v Haven and London: Yale Un!ver
sity Press, 1968), p. 82.



e-vent (das Ereignis or die Anwesenheit) of the truth of

Being - the thing itself free from all conceptualizations,

representations, free from all symbols - empirical and

ideal, natural or ~veryday and supernatural. It is the

genesis of the ~fachkeit (simplicity or authenticity) of

thinking and speech. Pheno_rn.~no~Q&Y.: 1s desy'm~..ation.

The phenomenological showing of the ~in&s=themselv~s is

the vani shing.-.:e0int of symbolism .llj,
The idea of phenomenology as a way back "to the

things themselves remains constant on Heidegger's path of

thlnkLn..g. The meaning of the Greek word s 'A OY05 (to make
i

manifest) and cPD'vLVt:\58C(1. (to show one self) determines

his conception of phenomenology from the very beginning of

his thought. Heidegger in his Preface to Richardson's book

re-affirms his indebtedness to his teacher that his path to

phenomenology was first prepared by his "dialogues l'1"i th

Husserl." 15 Heidegger offers a very telling explanation of

his method or his path of thinking (Deru{wege). He says

14Philosophy understood as the way of the disclosure
of Being is phenomenology which makes fundamental ontology
possible. Phenomenology understood as the way of funda
mental ontology is the waY of the disclosure of Being. And
phenomenology so understood is the transcendental critique
of philosophy which seeks to resolve the Kantian antinomy
of the symbolic and thing itself through the hermeneutic
method of reflection and desymbolization - the way of the
free-giving (Freigehung) of the Truth of Being.

15Heidegger: Through Phenomenology u!o Thought, p. x.
See also B.T., p. 62 •..
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I

tha t a threefold insight under1ies his question about the

meaning of Being: (1) the insight into phenomenology, the

way back to "things themselves", or the method 1'1h1ch shows

the thing itself as it is in itself; (2) the insight into
, ..... I .

"6(-AY\SlLC(,, or truth as "unconcealment"; and lastly (3)
, \

the insight into Plata's doctrine of "c:{Vct/JVh<S"LS "of

ideas as "catching-sight-ol1ce-again, (hence) the revealing,

of beings, sc. in that by which they shine-forth." ~vi th

the insight into ,,&-.A\~efcd: "as "un-concealment", the
~ /

fundamental trait of "OV<JL~" or "The Being of beings" as

"Presence" (die Anversenheit), he says, come to light. And

it is only after the clarification of the meaning of

1l&-\~et.UX " and" O\J<.)LC{", that "the meaning and scope

of the principle of phenomenology, 'to the things themselves'

became clear.,,16

The fundamental point of difference between

Heidegger and Husserl is not a matter of the former's

departure from phenomenological method, but rather the

difference between the two lies in their conception of the

nature of >"the thing itself" ("die sache selbst").

Heidegger's the so-called "later" method does not consist

in a deviation from phenomenology to the thinking of Being.

Heidegger follows the phenomenological method in his analytic

of Dasein and in his conception of thinking. But he differs

--- -----------------
16

Ibid., p. xii.
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from Husserl in his conception of the "thing itself". His

"thing itself" is the truth of Being, and his analysis of

Dasein's modes of being-in-the-world, his asking the ques

tion about the way of thinking and language is the way of

following the method of phenomenology in a more "originary

way" • Phenomenology, both for Heidegger and Husserl is

"the. standard. method of philosophy" ("die massgebende

flethocle der Philosophie") ,17 Hhereas for Husserl, the

phenomenological reduction is the way back to "transcen

dental intentionality" or "transcendental ego", for

Heidegger it is a way back to the ground of metaphysics-the

truth of Being-itself. 18 Phenomenology, for both Husserl

and Heidegger is the method of "description" of "essences".

To say "phenomenology is 'descriptive'" is tantological,19

But the notion of "essences" differs in their thought. For

Husserl the notion of "essences" are the apriori structures

of "consciousness" and proceeds from the analytic of ego

£ogito; for Heidegger, "essences" are the apriori structures

of existence or being-in-the-world. The ~ precedes the

cogito. However, for both, phenomenology shows philosophy

a way out from "Psychologism", empirical epistemology, and

common sense realism on the one hand, and metaphysical

17Ibid., pp. xiv-xv.

18
Ibid,

19BoT"p, 59.
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idealism or Platonism on the other. Unlike Husserl, the

Lebenswell of Heidegger is the totality of the existential

structures of Dasein.

To understand the difference between Husserl and

Heidegger as a difference in method shows a mistaken

understanding of phenomenology itself. It results from a

mistalcen understanding of Heidegger's idea of phenomenology

which is the possibility of fundamental ontology. Pheno-

menology for Heldegger is the method of showing the truth

of Being. It ls the method of ma..1{ing manifest the "Being

of entitles, its meaning, its modification and derivatives. ,,20

It is "the most proper concern of thought.,,21 'Ihe "first

and last thing-itself of thought" of Heidegger's phenomenolo

gy, the "sta:ndaJ..~ method of philosophy" is "Being"

itself. 22 Phenomenology "in its essence" is not confined

to a particular "movement"; it is the "only possibility of

thinking corresponding to the demands of that which is to

be thought of." Let us read Heidegger' s own words to this

point from the closing lines of the Zur Sache des Denkens:

And today? The era of phenomenological
philosophy appears to have been passed.
This philosophy is considered as some
thing of the past, something only
mentioned historically among other

20 6BIT., p •. O.

21Richardson, Ope ci t Of p. xvi I

22
.fbi~. ,PI' xiv.



schools of philosophy. However, phenome
nology is j.n its essence"-not- a -8c11001-
\llovemen£). rtChanges-vTi th tEe-tIme"s
and hence remains-rhe-onIy-possibflrtY of
thinlring correspondingto"ti18 demsmQsof
t'hoUSfl£;------yrphenomenoTogy -rsthus---
experienced and retained, then as a movement
in favour of the concern of thinking, whose
obviousness remains a secret. 2)

The difference between Heidegger and Russerl's

thought, consists then in their "philosophical positions",

and not in their "philosophical method. It The phenomeno-

logy of Heidegger, unlike that of Husserl, is not modelled

after "a pattern set by Descartes, Kant and Fichte.,,24 That

is, phenomenology is not a reduction of the ~ of eg~

~_?gl.to and the "syntheti c unity of apperception It of

Descartes and Kant, its "guide-question" is the "question

about the Being of beings", which is "the first and last

-------------
2)Martin Reidegger , Zur Sache Des Denkens,

(TUbingen: Max Niemeyer, 196~Und heute? Die Zeit
der Phanomenologlschen Philosophie scheint vorbei zu seine
Sie gilt schon als etwas vergagenes, d.as nur noch
historisch neben andern Richtungen der Philosophie
verzeichnet wird. Allen die Fh~nomenologie 1st in ihrem
Eig;ensten keine RichtunD:. ~Sie is£CiTezu~eitensT~
~- . _ ...~.....~._--------~---",-_ ...._------------
wandelnde und nUT da durch blei bende ht)D:lichl\:ei t des
benkens, dem Anspruch des zu Denkendenzii-enf.:sp'rechen.
Wlrd die }hanomenologie so erfahren und behalten, dann
kann sie als Titel verschwinden zugunsten der sache des
Denkens, d.eren offenbarkeit ein Geheimnis bleibt ... P. 90.
The translation and underlining is mine.

24
Richardson, Opt cit., p. xiV.
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I
thing-itself of thought.,,25 And it is "on the basis of

I

what to this day", Heidegger claims to maintain "a more

faithful·adherence to the principle of phenomenology".26

Referring to the title of Richardson's book (Heidegger:

Through Fhenomenologl to Thought), Heidegger further obser

ves that if phenomenology is understood to be the

"philosophical position" of Husserl ("elaborated into

distinctive philosophical position according to a pattern

set by Descartes, Kant and Fichte"" "then the title is to

the point, in so far as the Belng~question as posed by me

(Heidegger) is something completely different from that

posi tion. ,,27 Bl.lt if phenomenology is understood as the

ownmost concern of thinking of that \'1hich is "most thought-

provol{ing", most· worthy of thought, the question about the

meaning and truth of Being, if it is understood as "the

most proper concern of thought to show itself",28 then

Heidegger w·ould and does claim "a more faithful adherence

to the principles of phenomenology", which is nothing but

a "process of letting things manifest themselves",29 a

way bacl{ "to the things themselves" ("zu den sachen

25Ibid •

26 Ibid •

27 I bid.

28 Ibid., p. xvi.

29Ibid., p. xiv •
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selbst") is what defines the "meaning and scope of the

principles of phenomenology."JO

If phenomenology is "experienced", not as the so

called Husserlian '.'phenomenological movement", a method of

founding philosophy "as a rigorous science", but as "the

concern of thinking" and "the only.possibility of thinking

corresponding to the demands of that which is to be thought

of",)l then the nature and scope of phenomenology would

determine the nature and scope of thinking and language

itself. It would point out the way back to originative

thinking and language. In Heiclegger's thought, as we shall

see further on, phenomenology, thinking and language are put

into the service of showing "what is the pervasive, simple,

unified determination" of the truth of Being. The question

of Being runs as the unitive cord through Heidegger's

triological path of phenomenology, thinking and language.

Phenomenology is thus the way back to the thinking

and language of Being; it t~{es its departure not from the

representative thinking of metaphysics which remains in

forgetfulness of Being and the difference between Being and

beings, but from the thinking which builds the "house" of

Being. and "brings" the "unspoken world of Being" into

language. The phenomenological reduction does not depend

JO Tbicl ., p. xii.

J1Heidegger, OPt cit., p. 90.



see B.T., p. 62.

the Way to Language, p. 9.
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upon the empirical analysability and verifiability of the

phenomena or existential structures of being-in-the-world;

it is the apriori method of bringing into un-concealment

the existential structures of Dasein m1ich proximally and

for the most part remain covered-up. "Hermeneutic

phenomenology" in the primordial signification of the word

"Hermeneutics" signifies the "business of interpreting;.,,32

Heidegger tries to "think the nature of phenomenology in

a more originary manner, so as to fit it in this way back

into the place that is properly its own within western

philosophy." 33 The \'lord "hermeneutics" in Being and Time

has a "broader" meaning. It is not a "theory of art", and

"interpretation". It is "in keeping with that vastness l'lhich

springs from originary being", it is "rather the attempt to

define the nature of interpretation on hermeneutic

ground s • " 34

Heidegger, rather than turning away from the pheno-

menological method as his critics are prone to portray,

repeatedly claims "to thin}{ the nature of phenomenology

in a more originary manner", and folIo"! the method of

"authentic phenomenology" ("die eigentliche Phanomenolop;ie").

32B • T ., p. 62. See also Martin Heidegger, On the
Way to Lan~ua~e, translated by Peter D. Herts, (New York:
Harper ana-RoW; 1971), p. 11.

33Heidegger, On

34Ibid., p~ 11;
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Heidegger further remarks, "1'1'i thout this basic phenomeno-

logical method the question of Being would not have been

possible" ("in del' tat ware ohne die phanomenologische

Grundhaltung die Seinsfrage nicht m8glich gewesen,,).35

Heidegger's "authentic phenomenology" rather than separat-

ing "essences" from "existence", puts the "essences"

themselves in "existence". Rather than "bracketing" the

natural standpoint of everyday "being-in-the-l'lOrld", the

phenomenological method consists in its "existential

analytic" to "radicalize" the truth of Being, the essence

itself of existence. 1Vlerleau~Ponty aptly observes: "Far

from being as has been thought, a procedure of idealistic

philosophy, phenomenological reduction belongs to existel'l-

tial philosophy: Heidegger's 'being-in-the-l'lOrld' appears only

against the background of the phenomenological reduction.,,36

Or again as he says that Phenomenology "puts essences

back into eXistence".3? The phenomenological analytic of

the essences of existence or the totality of the existential

structures of being-in-the-world shows Dasein to be the

clearing-ground of Being. That is, the essence of Being has

to be seized from the essence of existence.

35zur sache Des Qenken~, p. 48.

36Phenomenology of Perceution. Translated by Colin
Smith, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970), Preface,
p. xiv.

37~., p. vii.
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.The phenomenological reduction clarifies the dif-

ference between Being and beings. In Heidegger's analytic

Dasein as being-ln-the-world has an ontico-ontological

priority. The analytic of Dasein precedes the empirical

analysis of the "totality of facts" or "beings-present-at-

hand" in Heidegger's phenomenological reduction. The

phenomenological reduction aims at the existence-world of

Dasein's being-in-the-world, its everyday modes and moods,

its basic CO:npol'tment.s t 5. ts everyday "being-wi th" the

"they", its "thrownness", its state of "anxiety" and "care",

its authentic and ownmost "potentiality-for-Being". The

possibili ty of "anJr ontological investigation" depend s

upon "uncovering the meaning of Being and the structures

of Dasein in general. ,,38 Phenomenology is "the science of

the Being of entities,,39 and "hermeneutic" ontology of

"what-is-the-case,,40 or the truth of Being.

Phenomenological bracketing, for Heidegger, is the

recognition of difference between "Being-in-the-world" and

"Being-present-at-hand"; it is the method of choosing the

right kind of entity which is "ontologically-ontically

distinctive" and for which Being itself (sein selbst) is

38 6B.T., p. 2.

39Ibi<;l •., p. 61.

40Heidegger, On_the_~ay~~~n~~a~~,p. 11.
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the issue. The phenomenological reduction is not the

method of seeking the "essences" of "consciousness", but

the "radicalization" of the pre-ontological understanding

of Being which belongs to Dasein, a description of its

existential structures. Phenomenology as the process of

making manifest the "things themselves" is the process of

recollection, unconcealment or clearing of the clearing-

ground of Being itself. Phenomenology is the question of

a "need", because the phenomena of "ex-sistence" are

"proximally and for the most part not given.,,41

Phenomenology as the hermeneutic process or "the

logos of the phenomenology of Dasein" is the way "back to

"the authentic meaning of Being", the "structure of Being"

which already belongs to Dasein. 42 Its "very point of

departure" is the question of Being, it is the "proper

method" and "access (zugang) to the phenomenon" or the

"passage" that leads into the ground of the cave of

covering-up or forgetfulness of Being. 4 3 Phenomenology is

the process of "original" and "intuitive" (originaren" und

"intui tiven")" grasping,,~·4 of the phenomena or "wrest ing"

it out of the sheath of concealment, the everyday way to be

41"B. T., p. 60.

42Ibid • , p. 62.

43Ibid • , p. 61.

44Ibid •
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in the world, and everyday mode of speech. The process of

making manifest presupposes a "covered-up-ness" as "the

counter-concept to 'phenomenon,.,,45

'l'he concept of "covered-up-ness" is related to

Heidegger's key-concept of the "forgetfUlness of Being"

(Seinsvergessenheit). The phenomenon of "covered-up-ness"

is the very pre-supposition of phenomenology as a way or a

process of un-covering or making manifest what remains

"proximally and for the most part" covered up. The

"covered=up~ness" may be of various natures, of "still

qUi teo undiscovered", "neither known nor un1rnown" (such as

"Being is") or "buried over" what 'Nas once discovered but

nm'1 visible only as "semblance". Being is so much as

"semblance" 1s.46 The authentic phenomenon of being-in-the-

world remains veiled as "semblance" in the form of in-

authentic phenomenon of everyday being-in-the-world-with-one-

another. The analytic of everyday being-in-the-world re-

veals the authentic potentiality of Dasein for Being.

Fhenomenologically, phenomena are ~lhat "make up Being".

And since Being is always' the Being of some entity, the

process of letting-be of Being requires the entities to

"show themselves with the kind of access which genuinely

-----_._--------------------------
45

Ibid. ~ p. 60.

46
Ibid.
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belongs to them.,,47 It is this that makes Dasein the

radical entity of the clearing-process, since it alone has

a pre-ontological access to its being and potentiality for

Being.

The hermeneutic of Dasein is the way to philosophy

as "universal phenomenological ontology".48 Phenomenology

for Heidegger is the method of ontology which shows the

world that is the case as being-in-the-world. As "an

analytic of eXistenc8",49 it signifies the possibility of

standing out in the openness of Being. It 1s however

necessary to note here that the conception of the world f

which Heldegger aims to describe "appears only against the

background of phenomenological reduction", (N.Pont.y) and ca.nnot

be represented by the logical and empirical analysis of the

language of "facts". The phenomenological notion of the

"world" as the totality of the existential structures of

"being-in-the-world It, as we shall see later on, essentially

differs from the Hittgensteinian notion of the "world" that

is "the totality of facts".50 The difference 1n the notion

of the world gives rise to a corresponding difference in the

notion of the "way" which seeks to "describe" it - the iqay

47Ibid., p. 61.

48Ibid ., p. 62.

49Ibid •

50Tractatus Logico-philosophicus, 1.1.
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of "descriptive" epistemology and phenomenology. The

nature of philosophy as the method of "describing" the

"world" that is the case depends upon the conception

of the nature of the "world", the nature of "totali ty"

of "facts" or of "meanings". Phenomenology, unlike

descriptive epistemology deals with the totality of the

"Life-world" or "being-in-the-world", not with the "tota-

lity· of facts". "Being-in-the-world" i'lhich phenomenology

aims to describe is the world of meaning. It is, to

borrow I'1erleau-Ponti' s expression, "meaning giving" or

"condemned to meaning".51 Phenomenology is the genetic

act of "meaning", a "disclosure" of the truth of Being qua

Being. Not only does the conception of the "world" deter-

mine the nature of philosophical method, but it also

determines the nature and function of thinking and language-

game, the nature of "meaning" and "truth" - its empirical

or phenomenological form. The nature of philosophical

method, (empirical or phenomenological) determines the nature

of thinkil~ and language-game, (its forms of empirical or

phenomenological), and vice-versa. Our further discussion

is concerned with Heidegger I s question about "thinl{ing"

and "language", in order to show the relatedness of the

question about the meaning of Being, thinking and language.

51Essenttal \oJri tings of l't:erleau..Ponti, edi ted by
Alden L. FiSi1er, (NellT York: Harcourt. Brace and \'lorld, 1969),
p. 41.
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2. Thinking

Philosophy as fundamental ontology is concerned

with the question of the meaning of Being. It represents

a backtrack from empirical epistemology to universal

phenomenological ontology. It aims at the disclosure of

the totality of the existential structure of meaning l'lhich

1s "an existentiale of Dasein", 52 and not of facts. "The

totality of facts" w'ith l'lhich empirical or descriptive

epistemology of lVi ttgenstein' s Tractatus, is concerned,

seen from Heidegger's conception of phenomenological

ontology, is the world of "unmeaning" {unsinniges).53

Only the "life-l'1orld" or the existential constitution of

being-in-the world has the apriori structure of meaning.

1'1eaning is not "a property attaching to entities, lying

'behind' them, or floating somewhere as an -'intermediate

domain,,,.54 Dasein alone can be "meaningful (sinnvoll) or

meaningless {sinnlos)".55 The totality of facts in itself

is "absurd" ('I'lidersinnig) .56 The world of "facts" or

entities "present-at-hand" gathers meaning only in the

mode of Dasein's Circumspective Concern. The totality of

52B.T., p. 193.

53Ibid.

54Ibid.

55Ibid •

56Ibid.
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the structures of meaning is rooted in the "existential

constitution of Dasein",57 in its state of mind and

understanding, which constitute the possibility of all

phenomenological reduction and "interpretation". "Being-

in-the-world", as the totality of the existential struc-

ture of meaning ontologically different from the totality

of facts or entities present-at-hand is the possibility of

fundamental ontology or the question of the meaning of

Being. Hence the necessity of a "backtrack" from empirical

or descriptive epistemology to phenomenology is the neces-

sity of philosophical thinking.

Not only does the logos and truth of Being require

a back-track from empirical epistemology to phenomenology,

but also necessitates and calls for "overcoming" of

metaphysical thin1clng. It reqUires a way back from "rep-

resentative", "conceptual" and "calculative" thinking to

a "meditative" (besinnliches), "originative" (anfangliche),

"essential" (wesentlicke) and "authentic thinking"

(eigentliche Denken), which goes back into the ground of
,

metaphysics. Just as phenomenology, as was shown before,

presupposes the phenomenon of "covered-up-ness", so does

thinking, which aims to backtrack from the metaphysical

obliVion of Being to the thinking which attempts "to recall

the truth of Being", presuppose a counter-phenomenon of the

-----------------------------------
57 Ibid ., p. 195.
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"forgetfulness of Being.,,58 Just as phenomenology makes

fundamental ontology possible, so does originative thiruting

make essential metaphysics possible. Both ways, - of

phenomenology and thinking (Denkwege), - are corresponding

attempts to recall the truth of Being. The two ways inter-

sect into one single way, the way to the disclosure of the

truth of Being. Just as the "destruction" of the history

of former ontology in 8e1n und Zeit is the way to

phenomenological ontology so is the way of "thinking" a way

of "overcoming metaphysics", and '\'Ih1c11 goes "back into the

ground. of metaphysics",59 or "recalling Being itself".60

The truth of Being is the "ground" of metaphysics. 61

The metaphysical thinking, however, which "represents"

Being as beings remains "forgetful" of Being and "leaves

its ground.,,62 The "overcoming" of metaphysics is not a

positivistic move, as observed before, of condemning

metaphysics as "meaningless" or "nonsensical". Heidegger

is not a destructive positivist who takes his stand on the

58 "Martin
of ?1etaphysics",
Vol. II, p. 215.

Heidegger: The Way Back into the Ground
Philosonhy in the T1'lentieth Century,

59 Ibid • , p. 208.

60 Ibid • , p. 209.

61 Ibid • , p. 208.

62Ibid •
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ground of empirical ontology or empirical epistemology and

seeks to' vindicate the verification criterion of meaning.

For positivistic ontology other than what is empirically

verifiable, or other than the proposition which pictures

or depicts a state of affairs, is metaphysical nonsense.

For it, thus, anything that is can be said clearly and the

"said clearly" is what is verifiable. Heidegger, unlike

the positivist, starts from positive phenomenology or

"authentic phenomenology", and aims at the disclosure of

the truth of Being. He aims to bring thinking back into

the ground of metaphysics. The other side of "bracketing"

is the w'orld of "facts", not "meaning"; 1 t is what is

"absurd II (windersinnig). Heidegger is against the lrind of

metaphysics whose propositions only seek to represent Being

as beings, the metaphysics which confuses the ontological

difference and "lands us in utter error". 63 From its begin-

ning to its completion, the propositions of metaphysics

have been strangely involved in a "persistent confusion of

beings and Being." 64

The "representational thinking of metaphysics"

says Heidegger, "must be supplanted by a different kind of

thinking which is brought to pass by Being itself and

therefore responsive to Being". He further says:

63Ibid., p. 210.

64Ibid •
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All attempts are futile which seek to m~{e

representational thinking, which remains
metaphysical, and only metaphysical, effective
and useful for immediate action in everyday
public life. The more thoughtful our thinking
becomes aYrl the more adequate it is to the
involvement of Being in it, the purer our
thinking will stand eo ipso in the one action
appropriate to it: recalling what is meant for
it and

6
thus, in a sense, what is already

meant. 5

A transformation of metaphysics will bring about a

simultaneous change in human nature. Heidegger calls for a

purification of the representational thinking of metaphysics

through reflective thinking which goes bade "into the ground

of metaphysics", which "rouses" and "stirs" man's thinking J

"to rise from Being itself to respond and correspond to

Being as such".66 Such thinking makes the "utterance" of

Being Possible,67 the thinking of the "essential man" whose

truth "no 'logic' can D"rasp" 68 1>lh1ch is "mindful of theo ,

truth of Being", 69 which "guards the word", listens "to

the soundless voice of Being",70 a "self-surrender" of man

which pays "homage" and "thanks" to Be1ng. 71

65Ibid ., p. 211.

66Ibid ., p. 209.

67Heidegger, "What Is Hetaphysics"? in Existence and
Being, translated by Werner Brock (1969), p. 391. -

68 Ibid • , p. 389.

69I bid. , p. 391.

70 Ibid • , p. 391.

71Ibi~. , p. 389.
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Thinking "frees" language from "grammar" and places

it "in more original or essential framework.,,72 It is

"l'engagement by and for the truth of Being.,,?J It "lets

itself be called into the service of Being", "speaks" the

truth of Being and calls forth Being in language. 74

Thinking is the "recollection of Being"; it "lets Being-be"j75

it"builds" the house of Being by bringing into language

"the unspoken word of Being".76 Thinking "traces insigni-

ficant furrows in language" and "gathers language in simple

speech. 77 Such thinking represents the other side of

representative thinking of metaphysics lvhich leads into the

ground of metaphysics itself. ~fuat is needful is that there

be "less philosophy" and more "thinlcing". 78 If representa

tional thinking of metaphysics represents absenting and
•

forgetting of Being; thinking represents the "advent",79 or

"the recollection of Being" (das Andenken an das 8ein).

72"rvIartin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism", in
Philosophy in the Twentieth Century, Vol. II, p. 271.- _.---"--...:::-_-------

7JIbid •

7~'Ibid •

75Ibid • , p. 298.

76 p. J01.Ibid. t

77Ibid • , p. J02.

78Ibid.

79Ibid • , p. J01.
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Such thinking is pre-theoretical or meta-theoretical

rather than theoretical"; "meditative" rather than

"practical"; pre-logical or meta-logical or phenomenolo-

gical rather than "logical"; it is pre-scientific or meta-

scientific rather than scientific. It is thinking which

speaks the truth of Being. "The act of thi.nking is neither

theoretical nor practical, nor is it the coupling together

of both ways or behaviour.,,8D

Heid.egger further says about such thinking:

Such thinking is neither theoretical nor
practical. It occurs before such differen
tiation. This thinkin~ is, in so far as it is,
the recollection of Being and nothing else.
Belonging to Beinq;, because it is thrown by
being into the trueness of its truth and claims
for it, it thinks Being. Such thlnking results
in nothing. It has no effect. It suffices its
own essence, in that it is. But in that it
expresses its matter •••• Its material
relevance is essentially superior to the
validity of science, because it is freer.
For it lets Being-be. 81

Such thinl{ing represents the possibili ty of the

belonging-togetherness of Being and. thinl{ing (die

Moglichkei t des zusammengeh8rens von Sein und Denken). 82.
It is unlike a "fish" which is "dragged on the dry sand",

(by formalized or representational way of thinking), fated

only "to wriggle, twitch and die"; it rather swims free in

8D Ibid .'

81 Ibid ., p. 298.

82Heidegger, Zur Sache des Denkens, p. 75.
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its elemental simplici ty into the "depths and expanses of

its w"aters, the currents and qUiet pools, warm and cold

layers. ,,83 Heidegger, thus, maintains an "ontological

difference" betweel! metaphysical mode of representational

and conceptual thinking; scientific mode of calculative,

theoretical and practical thinking, and the "authentic",

"originative" and "meditative" thinking which thinks

Being itself and which is a legein of the lo~os or which

lets Bei.ng be.

The fundamental presupposition of "authentic" or

"meditative" thinking is that man "is a meditative being".

Therefore to save "the essential nature of man"t and bring

man back to his "rootedness","the issue is keeping medita

tive thinking alive".84 It "dwells in closeness to poetry,

grows out of Being (seyn) and probes into its truth. 85

"The poetic character of thinking", says Heidegger, "is

still concealed", and wherever it shows forth it resembles

for a long time "the utopia of a half-poetic understanding".86

Heidegger speaks about the "closeness" and

83Heidegger, ~~at is Called Thinking?, p. 71.

84Martin Heidegger, Discourse on Thinking, a trans
lation of Gelassenheit by Jofin Anderson and E. Hans Freund;
(New York:-Rarper Torchbooks, 1966), p. 56.

85Martin Heidegger, Aus -der Erfahrung des Denkens,
(Pfullingen; Gunther Neske, 195~p. 25.

86
Ibid., p. 23.
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"neighbourhood of poetry and thinking". It is, however,

necessary to note that Heidegger does not mean to glorify

poetic irrationalism. He does not mean to suggest that

philosophical thinking is poetry. Thinking so would be

an absurd reading of Heidegger. He is not confusing the

difference between poetry and thillliing. Nor does he speak

about poetry in the literal sense of a rhymed word-picture.

He is rather alluding to its elemental simplicity, its

spontanei ty, its freedom and depth of expression, its

natural sense of un-concealment, and the act of giving out

of poet's whole being; the phenomenological essence is

equally shared by poetry and. thinking, both recollect Being

and call "Being j.l1 spoken word". Poetry for Heidegger is

"no aimless imagining of the arbitrary and no flight of

mere ideation and imagination into the unreal ft. 87 It is,

rather "the saga of the unconcealment of "I'That is (die

dichtung i st die sage der unverborgenhei t des Seienden). ,,88

"All reflective thinking is poetic, and all poetry 1n turn

is a kind of thinl{lng". 89 Heldegger' s own word on the
1

significant relation of reflective poetry and thinking are

worth noting:

87
Martin Heidegger, Holzwege, (Frankfurt: Vittorio

Klostermann, 1963), p. 60. ----"

88
Ibid., p. 61.

89Nartin Heidegger, On the l,vay to Language, p. 136.
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vie must discard the view that the neighbourhood
of poetry and thinking is nothing more than a
garrulous cloudy mixture of two kinds of saying
in which each makes clumsy borrowings from the
other. Here and there it may seem that way.
But in truth, poetry and thirucin~ are in virtue
of theIr nafure held apart by a delicate yet
luminous difference, each held in its own
darkness: two parallels •••by one another, against
one another, transcendin~, surpassing one another
each in its own fashion. Poetry and thinking are
not separated if separation is to :nean cut off
into a relational void. Tne parallels intersect
in the infinite. There they intersect With a
section that they themselves do not make ••••
The neighbourhood of poetry and thinking is not
the result of a process by which poetry and
thinking - no one knows from where first draw
near to each other and thus establish a nearness~

a neighbourhood. The nearness that draws them
near is itself the occurrence of appropriation
by which poetry and thir~il~ are directed into
their proper nature. 90

If poetrY and thinking move in hand and glove in the

same element of "saying", 91 and bring the "unspoken" w'ord

of Being into language, then the proper question is to ask

"l'lhat is the nature and essence of language itself?" Not

only does a reflection into the nature and essence of

poetry and thinking give rise to the question about the

nature and essence of language, but it also conceals and

reveals the secret clue to the seeking and finding the

answer to the question about the nature and essence of

lal~uage. A reflection into the nature and essence of

language is not only necessitated by a reflection into the

90I~., p. 90.

91 Ibid ., p. 8].
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nature and essence of poetry and thinking, but it will also

show that the answer to the question about the nature and

essence of "forgetfulness of Being" (Seinsvergessenheit)

depends upon and calls forth the question about the "forget~

fulness of speech" ("Logosvergessenheit") in the history of

metaphysics. Only by reflecting upon the nature and essence

of "hermeneutic language" (Sprachhermeneutik) it is possible

to answer the pregnant question of Karl otto Apel: "Has

Heidegger, who has recognized the 'Seinsvergessenheit' of

the occidental metaphysics, and especially of the modern

science which emerged from it, escaped the 'Logosverges

senheit,?,,92 A reflection on Heidegger's philosophy or

"critique" of hermeneutic language shall show the syste-

matically misleading character of "logical", "empirical",

"epistemic", "psychologistic" and "pragmatic" analysis of

the nature and function of language-game. Like "8eins-

~r~esse~heit", a reflection into the question of "Lo~os

vergessenheit" conceals the possibility of the recollection

of the language of Being. Why does Heidegger say that the

difficulty of the question of Being is the "difficulty of

92 "otto Poggeler, (ed.) Heide9;9;er: Persnektiyen zur
Dentung Seines Werks, (Berlin: Kiepenl1eueral1cl··Witsch,
1970), ~'i~t Heidegger, del' die '8einsvergessenhelt' del'
abendlandischen Metaphysik und insbesondere del' aus ihr
hervorgegangenen modernen wissenschaft erkannt hat, del'
"Logosvergessenheit" entgangen?, p. 390. (English
translation is mine.)
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of language,,,93 language is the "house of Being",94"all

paths of thinking" (aIle Denkewege) lead through language?95

What does he mean by saying, "language 1s the service of

thinking",96 "language is attuned to the Being of being",97

and "without a sufficient consideration of language, we

never trUly know what philosophy is as the distinguished

co-respondence, nor what philosophy is as a distinctive

manner of language,,?98 A reflection into the above

questions shall show what language means for Heidegger and

how the question of Being necessarily calls forth a conside-

ration of what language is. All philosophical problems

must have to pass through language. Philosophy is neces

sarily intersubjective. It is basically the problem of

communication and speech. It reqUires a world of com-

munlcation and speech, and only in such a world philosophy

grows, moves and has its being. Philosophy is not a speechless

mysticism or wordless contemplation. Philosophy is the free-

giving of language - (die Freigebung del' Sprache). A

93I dentity and Differe~ce, p. 66.

94"Nartin Heidep:ger: Letter on Humanism", ?hilosophy
in the ~~entieth Century, p. 271.

95Die Technik unk Kehre, (Pfullingen: G~nther Neske,
1962), p. 5.

96~fuat'is Calle~_~hilosoEhY?, p. 92.

97 Ibid., p. 77.

98 Ibid., p. 95.
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reflection into the nature of philosophy brings us back into

the reflection of the nature of language itself. The

Prote_Ehi!£So£hia, the fundamental ontology of Being 1s

possible only as the phenomenological critique of language.

Heidegger's fundamental question of.Being gives birth to the

questions of fundamental phenomenolog~ thirking and language.

Since the fundamental problems of philosophy - of Being and

thinking - are fundamentally the problem of the legein of

the !ogos or how to s~y vn1at E~~ (as gibt Se1n), our

further discussion shall concern with the problem of

language, the basic problem in Heidegger's question about

the meaning of Being.

3. L~ge

Not only does Heidegger's authe~tic p~~~~nolo~L

point out the possibility of fundamental ontology, his

ori_gina~ive thinking leads into the ground (Grund) of

metaphysics, but his conception of philosophy also shows

the possi bili ty of bringing the unspoken vrord of Being into

speech. Central to Heidegger's triological path of pheno

menology, thil~ing and language is the basic presupposition

of the difference between Being andbei !lg, between the

phenomenon of "forgetfulness ll and "covered-up-ness" of

Being in everyday being-in-the-world, or between everyday

"calculative", "technological", and IIrepresentational"
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thiw{ing of metaphysics and the authentic possibility of

the thiMing which "recollects" the Truth of Being, and

between "everyday", logical-empirical structure of language

and authentic speech or language of Being. Heidegger's

problem of philosophy is not how to transcend the ontolo

gical difference, but how to approach i.t in the right "laY.

And it is from this clear re-cognition of the ontological

difference between the nature of everyday language and

authentic speech proceeds the most momentous contribution

of Heidegger to the philosophy of language.

The fundamental question of philosophy as the

question of fund amental ontology, the question about "the

authentic meaning of Being",99 brings about the question of

"authentic phenomenology and language. Phenomenology as

the process of showing and making manifest the "thing

itself" cannot but stumble on the difficulty of language,

"the inelegance of expression", and the "lack" of "l-TOrdS"

and grammar" .100 The problem of phenomenology, in 6ther

words, unites with and gives rise to the problem of

language itself. Prof. Karl-Otto Apel therefore rightly

observes: "Indeed Heid egger himself has already tied the

phenomenological method to the red thread of a "hermeneutic

99
B.T.,. p. 62.

100
Ibid., p. 63.
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of language" in 8ein und Zei t. ,,101 Not only the phenome-

nologi cal method gets ti ed wi th the "red thread" of a

"hermeneutic of language" (Sprachhermeutik), but also the

"originative thinking", as stated earlier, brings the truth

of Being into "simple speech", or "unspoken word of language '.' l

i'larks for "building the house of Being", 102 where man may

"dwell" and "possess" la11guage. 10J Phenomenology and

thinking come back to the essential problem of language.

The way to phenomenology and thinking runs into the

way of language itself. Heidegger makes the three paths

intersect into one hermeneutic question about the meaning

and truth of Being. The "dlsclosedness of t:he truth is as is the

"phenomenological truth" .10Lj, As the "phenomenological

truth" is the "disclosedness of Being", and the truth of

thin1{ing the "recollection" of the truth of Being, so is

language "the language of Being as the clouds are the clouds

of sky". 105 As phenomenology is the "hermeneutic" of 3eing

1010tto PBggeler, (eel.), Heideg:ger, "und in d er
Tat hat Heid egger selbst die phanornenolo~ische 1'1ethod e schon
in '8etn und Zei t I an den Lei tfaden einer Snrachhermeneutik
GebunQenrr-.--~8. (Translation is mine.)-

102"1'1artin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism",
Philosophy in the Twentieth Century, p. 298.

103~., p. 283.

104 6B.T. p. 2.

105
Op. ci t ., p. 302.
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and Dase~n, and essential thinking the hermeneutic of the

truth of Being and man; so is "the essence of language the

language of Being and "the essence of man". "Dasein has

language" (Das Dasein hat sprache) ,106 The phenomenon of

language "has its roots in the existential constitution of

Dasein's di sclosedness" •107 Phenomenology, thinking, alld.

language not only have their roots in the "existential

constitution of Dasein's disclosedness", they are equip-

rimordially concerned with the truth of Being. The three

paths thus constitute one single process of clearing or

letting Being be. The problem of philosophy concerned with

the problem of the meaning and truth of Being is the urob-

lem of phenomenology; it is the problem of ex-sisting,

thi nl{i ng and languag e •

Heidegger's language, like his phenomenology and

thinking, "says", "shows" and "names" Being. It points out

the opacity and vagueness of the everyday speech as Fre~e

and Wittgenstein's critique of language also try to show. 10Q

But, as we shall see later on, Heidegger's conception of

language greatly di ffers' from Frege' s "formula language" or

lo9B.T., p~ 208; see, Se1n und Zeit, p. 165.
~"%J!...

107Ibi~., p. 203.

108 '
See, Jean Van Heijenoort, (ed.), Frege and G~del,

(cambridge: Harward University Press, 1970), p. 7; Lud;i-;-
Wittgenstein, Tractatus Lo~ico-Philosonhicus, 3323, 4002,
55563. . , ----
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"ideographylt (ltBegriffSschrift"},109 and t-littgenstein's

"critique of language,,;110 it avoids the rlgour of logical

and mathematical language, and shows their pointlessness to

the question about the meaning of Being. His conception of

phenomenology, thinking and language stems from and points

to the original Greek experience of the \'lord ltLogo~", which

represents Being as a "gathering together" in speech (Das

8e1n. ist die Versammlung -~oyoS) .111 It is almost impos

sible to conceive and spem{ about the nature and essence of

language as something different from the nature and essence

of phenomenology and thinking. Phenomenology as the process

of making manifest the "things themselves" does presuppose

language the process of "speaking" and "saying lt , - the

possibility of making manifest or phenomenology itself.

Otherwise (in want of language), how is it possible for

phenomenology to be a process of un-concealing the "things

themselves"? Language to "be the Logos-condition of the

phenomena is the possibility of phenomenology, 0r calls

for it. Language, furthermore, as ltthe house of Being (die

8prache ist Haus des 8eins),112 1s inconceivable without a

-------_._--

5-7.
109Jean Van Heijenoort, (ed.), Frege and GBdel, PP.

110Ludwig Wittgensteln, Ibid., 40031.

111Heidegger, ~fuat Is Pnilosophy?, p. 49; see also,
?n_~~~~vay to_!:anguage, p. 80.

112"Martin Heidegger; Letter on Humanism lt , Phil£
sophy in the Twentieth Century, p. 271; for German see
~~-,-p~-33. ---
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I
further conception of the essential nature of thinking which

I

takes up 3eing itself in language, "frees" language from

"grammar''', and "places" it (language) in its "original

framework".113 Poetry and thinking "intercede" in the

"service" of language. 114 Language is the moving expression

of authentic thinking.

The language of thinking is ontologically different

from both everyday speech and the language of metaphysics;

both represent the forgetfulness of the ontological dif-

ference; both represent and conceive Being as beings.

Language, for Heidegger, is not only a means of "communica-

tion" in "audible" and "l-TTl tten" forms, not only an

"o'ntlcal" model as something "present-at-hand" for common

use, but it brirt..gs what is as something that is into the

open for the first time."115 Language authentically speaks

under the "guardianship" of authentic thinking, the "utterance

of the thinker", which listens to "the voice of Being".116

Lil{e thinking, language also has antic (everyday,

empirical) and ontological (authentic or phenomenological)

structure. The antic structure of larlguage is represented

113Ib1d •

111}Heidegger" it 95_ op. c ., p. •

115Heidegger, "'1lhe Origin of the Ttlorks of Art",
Philosophies of Art and Beauty, edited by A. Hofstadter ~nd

R. Kuhns {New York: the Modern Library, 1964), P. 694.

11611 • Heidegger, ";,vhat Is Hetaphyslcs?", Existence
and Being, edt by iverner Brock, (London: Vision Press, 1949),
p. 391. -
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by the language of everyday speech, pragmatic, empirical,

logical and metaphysical (conceptual and representative);

whereas the ontological structure of language is represen-

ted by the "language of thinking" (di e sprache des Denkens),

which illuminates the limitation of "metaphysical

language",ll? By recognizing the difference between the

two structures of language use everyday and authenti~ 

Heidegger opens the possibility alm meaningfulness of meta-

physical statements. The authentic use of language is the

possibility of metaphysics, for it shows the thing itself.

The problems of philosophy arise not so much from language

transgressing the "limi t" of spealcabi Ii ty f as from not

recognizing the nature of "sayin.~" and "speaking" - empirical

or phenomenological. language expresses the "infinite

possibilities"118 of "life"119 and thinlcing. language is

the moving expression of the authentic possibilities of

Dasein's being-in-the-world. To imagine the possibilities

of language is to imagine possibilities of the Lebens'Nelt

or "Being-in-the-world" itself. 'The phenomenon of language

-'---------------_.----'---
11?Heidegger, ~ur Sache Des Derucens, p. 55.

118 Noam Chomsky, Cartesian LingUistics, (New York:
Harper and Row, 1966), p.-~

119Later Hittgenstein, no doubt, allows a broader
scope for language-game, loosens the restri ctt ons put 11;:.on
the language use by conceiving language to correspond with
"forms of life" (Philosonhlcal Investi.a;ations.l.43). But
his idea of the "rorms oT-TrTerrKITo~'Jsriol)l1t;nomenolo,cr,lcal

"bracketing", therefore remains under the - s't'lay of psycholo
gism, relativism and common sense realism. He laeks the idea
of a "thing itself" vlhich remains dispersed in everyday speech
and modes of life as Heidegger does.
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is the expression of the phenomenon of being-in-the-world;

it is "rooted" in the phenomenon of "Dasein" as the

possibility of standing out in the openness of Being.

The authentic phenomenon of language, its "essence"

and "nature", hOi'J"ever, remain.iveiled in everyday speech.

It for the most part remains under the "dictatorship" of

the "they" .120 '1'he genesis of the meaning of speech is

not dependent upon the sense-giving act of the inter-

subjecti va world of "being-wi th-other" and the "they". '11he

"commonness" of the language-game rather lets "our speech

drift away into more obvious meaning of 't'lOrds.,,121 '1"he

meaning of speech requires a "backtrack" from everyday,

formal, empirical or pragmatic speech to a "thinlting

experience i'ri th language,,122 in order to "11 ve properly \\'i th

language". 123

An inquiry into the nature and essence of language

requires the "philosophical research" to "ask what kind of

Being goes with language in general", and "dispense with

the 'philosophy of language,,,.124 The necessity to "dispense"

---------------_.
120"Jl1artin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism", Philoso

phy in the Twentieth century, p. 273.

121Heidegger, T..fuat Is Calle<:l rrhinking?, p. llR.

122Heidegger, On the Ttlay to Language, p. 83.

1232.E. ci t ., p. 119.

124
B.T., p. 209.
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with the "philosophy" of language arises from the recog-

nition of the limit of formal, logical and empirical

analysis of language. It points out the way to authentic

speech or speech which is phenomenological in its nature.

The idea of the possibility of "authentic" speech, or

cuItivating "a thi nking expert ence 'I'li th language" does not

only require the "task of lib13rat~.ng grammar from logic,, 125

(empirical logic), but also "the freeing of language from

grammar,,126 (the surface grammar which conceals the onto-

logical difference). The "languagely meaning of lan

guage"",127 to use I"lerleau-Ponti I s expression, slips off the

rigid frame'Nork of "surface gram:nar". rrhe surface gram-

mar obscures the ontological difference between Being and

beings. The grammatical similarities of the propositions:

"Being is" and the "Book is" obscure the ontological <1if-

ference between the two. The word. "is" in the first pro-

position expresses the ex-sistential possibility of Dasein's

being-in~the-world. It i'lOuld be systematically misleading

to ask the pointability or reference to a this. The "j.s"

in the first proposition is a matter of phenomenological

analysis of language, whereas the "is" of the second pro-

125Ibld.

126 .
"I1artin Heidegger: Letter on Rumanism", ~.

oi t ., p. 271.

12711erleau_Ponti, Signs., p. 88.
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position a matter of empirical and logical analysis of

language. The meaning of authentic language-game expresses

the meaning-structure of "being-in-the-world". It cannot

be psycho-analysed., nor empirically verified. The meaning

of authentic language-game depends upon the unconcealment

of the authentic "potentiality-for-Being itself", the

possibility of Daseints being-in-the-world. It can be

understood only when "the truth of Being has become memo-

rable to thought.,,128 The "essence of language", then,

shall show itself as it 1s in itself. The essence of

language shall show itself not by psycho-analysing the

concepts and terms, but through a phenomenology of speech.

The phenomenology of speech is not "a mere philosophy of

language",129 whose "system of reference" is the "common

behaviour of man1{ind" , as Wittgenstein talces it to be. 130

For, the "scientific and philosophical information about

language is one thing; an experience we undergo with lan

guage is another."l31 Unlike Wittgenstein Heidegger does

not aim at bringing "words back from their metaphysical to

ordinary use,,,132 but brings "us face to face with a pos-

128Martin Heidegger, 0E. cit., p. 274.

129I bid.

130Philosophical Investigations, translated by G.
E. M. Anscombe~ (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1963),1.206.

131Heidegger, On the Hay to Language, p. 59.

132Ludwig Wlttgenstein, £E. cit., 1.116.
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sibility of undergoing an experience l'lith language",133 and

take language back from its forgetful plunge in "everyday

speaking language,,134 into the ground of metaphysics, the

co-responsiveness of language and Belng.

Heidegger's conception of the nature and essence

of the language of Being, of course, does not yeild its

meaning and sense to Psychological, empirical, logical and

formal exercise of detecting the category-mistakes. The

logical empiricism puzzled by Heideggersuse of language

might retort: " I do not see anythin~t or any corresponding

"X" out there which by the logic of implication your questio-

ning about "Be ing" implies and seems to maintain. HOl'l does

your question of Being differ from other misleading uses of

language J i. e. the "round square cupola on Berkeley College

is polished in gold", "Pegasus is ferocious", or "dagons

in Hamilton bay are carnivorous"? No where does "Being"

have a point of reference except in grammatical structure of

language. Nowhere in sensible experience can "Being" be

located. "Being" is not,a ~, it is a meaningless term

found only in the universe of metaphysical discourse." Like

Frege's "mathematician" Heidegger can only reply: "No i'Jonder,

for it is not where you are looking for It'',135 or "of

133Heidegger, ~ cit., p. 59.

134Ibid.

135Gottlob Frege, The B,.'3.s1c Laws of Ari thmatic,
trans. by Hontgomery Furth t -( Berkeley and Los Angeles:
California University Press, 1964), p. 25.
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course, Being is a meaningless term, a metaphysical chew-

ing gum for yOl do not know how to use it, and !bz to use

it, you do not know the metaphysical points of reference

(the structures of'being-in-the-world) which make meta-

physics possible and meaningful, and lead metaphysics into

its ground - the truth of 'Being'." The problems of

philosophy reflect the crisis 0f_Ia~guage. And Heidegger

is deeply aware of the crisis of philosophical language.

He says:

To und.ergo an experience with language, is
something else again than to ~ather infor
mation about lan~uage. Such information 
lingUists and pilologists of the most
diverse languages, psychologists and analytic
philosophers supPly it to us, and constantly
increase-the supply ad infinitum. Of late,
the scientific and philosophical investiga
tion of languages is aiming ever more
resolutely at the production of what is
called "metalanguage". Analytical philosophy,
which is set on producing this super-language,
is thus qUite consistent when it considers
metalinguistics. That sounds like metaphysics 
not only sounds like it, it is metaphysics.
Metalinguistics is the metapnysics of the
thoroughgoing technicization of all languages
into the sole operative instrument of inter
planetary information. Metalanguage and
sputnik~ metalanguage and rocketry are the
same. 13b

Various approaches to language, i.e. linguistics, the

origin and morphology of syntax and grammar, the logical

and empirical analysis of language, and the construction of

meta-language or "ideal" language fail to represent the way

136
Heidegger, On the Way to Lan~uage, p. 58.
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Heidegger 1s looking for. He is on the way to language gua

language" which 1s the "very foundation of human being" i and

Without which "man could not be man,,~137 The "reality" and

"essence" of language can show itself only through a ref-

lection into the "neigh"bourhood of poetry al1d thinki ng" .138

"Saying" that "moves all things", 139 clears the l';ray to

"speech qua speech" ,140 and 1'}'h1ch through "entering the

web" of language itself lets "lan::ruage from wi thin, spealc

to us in lal1guage, of itself, saying its nature".141 The

"essence" of language, how"ever, denies 1tself. The

languagelY" meaning of language remains veiled in the state

of "decadence" resulting from "the modern metaphysics of

sUbjectivityll.142 Heidegger points out an essential

"closeness" of the essence of Being and language to man,

and it is this thought that 8e1n und Zeit, attempts to

express, wants to achieve.,, 143 Heidegger thus further says:

Language i.s not merely language, in so far
as 11e imag:i.ne it at the most as the uni ty of
sound-form (script), melody and rhythm and

p. 274.

137Ibid., p. 112'.

1.38 Ibid., p. 95.

1.39Ibid •

14-0 Ib1d ., p. 113.

141 Ibid ., p. 85.

142
"Hartin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism",

143Ibid., p. 283.

Ope c1 t. ,
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meaning. We thtn1{ of sound=form and seript
as the body of the word; of melody and rhythm
as the soul and of meaning as the mind of
·language •••• Language is the house of Being,
ol'med and perV"aded by Being. Therefore the
point is to think the essence of language in
its correspondence to Being and, what is more,
as this very correspondence, i.e., the dwel~

ling of man's essence.
Man, however, is not only a liVing being,

who besides other faculties possesses lTInguage.
Language is rather the house of 3eing,1~4
wherein living, man ex-sists, 'Ilhile he, guarding
it, belongs to the truth of Being.14-5

Reidegger returns again and again to expressions

such as: "la.nguage is the house of Being"; "language is the

language of Being,,;14·6 and "the being of language: the

language of Being",147 for they represent the most moving

expressions of his reflection on the nature and essence of

language. For they lay bare the foundation of the pheno~

menology of speech which lets Being be, and prepare a

"transformed" relationship with language itself, or undergo

a thinking experience with it. The~uestion ab~~!-!he

nature and essence of language is another i'ray of puttin~ the

hermeneuti~~uestlonabout the meaning of Being itself.

----------_._---------------
144See also for such expression, ibid., pp., 271, 274,

. 300; On the Way to language, pp. 21, 22, ~

145Ibid., p. 283.

146Ibid ., p. 302.

147
Heldegger, On the kJay to lan~uage, p. 94.
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Heidegger's reflective or hermeneutic philosophy of

language .illuminates the "neighbourhood of poetry and

thinking,,148 whereby the nature and essence of language

itself shm'J's itself. "Poetry and thlnking are modes of

saying (das Sagen). The nearness that brings poetry and

thinking together into the neighbourhood we call saying.

Here t we assume is the essential nature of language" .14-9

That ls, poetry and thinking dwell in the nearness of

letting Being be which in other Wo]US is the authentic

self-disclosure of saling or speech (das Sagen oder

Sprechen). Saying is showing sueech. £aYin~ essentially

is phenomenological.

SaYi~g ~s the essence of language points into the

~eifihbou~100d of thinking and poetry where Being dwells as

the essence of saying. The id ea of the neighbourhood_ of

poetry and thinking as the mode of saying points into the

direction of the phenomenology of speech, for it means "to

show, to make appear, set free, that is to offer and extend

what \'le call world, lighting and concealing" .150 As

"saying" "language grants its essential nature to us."lSl

Heidegger says that language as "sayi.ng" "moves all things. ,,152

l48 Ibid • , p. 95. 149Tbid • , p. 93.

150Ibid. , p. 93~ 151 Ibid • , p. 90.

152
95.Ibid. , p.
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He further says:

Language, saying of the world's four
jold,153 is no longer only such that we
human beings are related to it in the
sense of a nexus existing between man and
language. Language is, as world-moving
saying, the relation of all relations. It
relates, maintains, proffers, and enriches
the face-to-face encounter of the world's
regions, holds and keeps them, in that
it holds itself - saying - in reserve. 154

Heidegger's question of the nature of language

reflects on language as an ontological reality which "relates

and maintains", "moves all" things as the "relation of all

relations" 1'There Being "dwells" in the "guardianship" of

ex-slsting, thinking and sneaking man. It is not merely a

by-product of cultural development, a conventional tool to

signify and refer to ~ thin~ in place of a pre-lingUistic

pointing-gesture. It is not merely an item of the pro-

ductive, inventive and pragmatic nature of the world of man.

Language is the expression of his whole being, its very

possib31ity. Speaking reflects and defines the ex-sisting,

thinking man and differentiates him from things that

merely ar~ like a th~~ or a that, and defines Dasein's

belng-in-the-i'Torld as the "clearing-ground of Being".

Heideggel" .says:

language is the "house of Bein~". It is the
keeper of being present, in that its coming
to light remains entrusted to the appropriating

153Ibid •• II Earth and sky, God and man - the vTorld
play", p. 1tiD"-;-

154
Ibid 0' p. 107.
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show of saying. Language is the house of
Being, because language as saying, is the
mode of appropriation. 155

To say that "language is the house of Being" is not

a "mere gilding of thought", it rather shows the essence of

"dwelling" or "being-in-the-world" 1'Thich Characterizes the

nature and ess ance of man in 3ein und Zei t. 156 11an speaks

(der Mensch spricht),157 and through his speaking and

being-in-the-world Being shows itself. Language is the

"house of Being", because it is the sole possibility of

bringing the unspoken word of Bei~~ into speech, or letting

Being be. It is this nature of language which constitutes

the possibility of authentic phenomenology and thinking.

The language-world as the "house of Being" represents the

totality of meaning-structures of Dasein in the mode of

"saying". Daseln's "disclosive" potentiality-for-Being

becomes "concrete" through its incarnation in authentic

speech.

Heidegger':s philosophy of hermeneutic speech can

only be appraised in contra-distinction to logical-empiri-

cism, and Wittgenstein's philosophy of language. It is

however, necessary to note that the analysis of language-

155 Ibid., p. 135.

156"l'iIsrtin Heidegger: Letter on Humanism",
Phi~_osophy in the rIWentieth Century, p. 298.

157Martin Heidegger, Unterwegs zur Sprache
(Pfullingen: GUnther Neske, 1965), p. 11.
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game presupposes a prior determination of the nature of

philosophy which gives rise to it. The conception of the

nature of philosophy determines the nature of language-

game. A meaningful critique of language-game both requires

and depends upon the clarification of the nature of

philosophy. The question about the nature and the "what"

of philosophy calls forth the question about the "how" to

'say' what it is. The 'what' of philosophy requires a co~

responsive method or the "how". Since the question of the

"what" of philosophy presupposes the question about the

"h01Q".p the px'ObIem of philosophy becomes a problem of

philosophical method. The problem of the "hOt'l" of philosonhy

1s the problem of "h01'f to say clearly what can be said".

The problem of "ho'l>1 to say clearly 'l>lhat can be said"

brings us back to the problem of language, and it 1s rightly,

therefore, that both Heidegger and Wittgenstein hold

philosophy to be a critique of language. Philosophy for both

shows the "world" that is the case. But in the conception

of the nature of the "world", they differ greatly. For one

"the world is the totality of facts", for the other, it is

the "totali ty of the meaning structures of being.. in-the

world". Philosophy for one is bringing language back to

everyday use, for the other it is taking language from

everyday use and its vagueness to the authentic speech of

Being. The one follows the method of emnirical ontolop.~y

and descriptive epistemology whose "system" of reference is
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the "common" behaviour of mankind, for the other it is

phenomenology and fundamental ontology whose essential

point of reference is the question about the meaning of

Being.

The conception of the nature of the "tmrld" deter

mines the nature of philosophy, its method, the nature of

language, its theory of meaning and truth. It is the dif

ference in the conception of the nature of the "lIJorld"

which determines the nature of philosophy as empirical

epistemology or logical empiricism and phenomenology.

Phi losophy is a "twO-i'IaY" activi ty of empiri cal epistemolos.:;y

and phenomenologYl it can be both, but not both at the same

time. To follow the one way, however, should not give

reason to suppose that the other way is the way to non

sense. But unfortunately, this seems to have been a tra

gic conclusion among philosophers of the day.

From this one-sided emphasis arises the basic pre

supposition of all logical and positivistic analysis of

language. language is conceived to be conceptual and

empirical or nominalistic to the core. From this pre

supposition arises the claim of logical positivism that it

is possible to Sh0'\11 the "Pseud o-hood" and "meani nghood" of

propositions through a logical analysis of language. It

is into the service of shollJing the "Pseudo-hood" and

"meaninghood" of propositions and terms that Russell's

"theory of description" and Wi ttgenstein' s "cri tique of
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language" is put. So much so that the school of logical

and empirical analysis of language cherishes the hope of

ShOl'1ing the misleadingness of a philosophical "category"

by analysing the surface structure of grammar and language.

It hopes to evolve a "language shunf!.ing names".1.58 It is

that the "ontological questions under this view, are on a

par with questions of natural science".159 The confused

claim of "logicism" and logi.cal posl ti vism boils dOYin to a

confusion between meaning and naming, and which culminates

further into the confusion between naming alm referring.

The meaning of language is said to depend upon its empirical

variables, or the meaning of proposition is its logical and

empirical verifiability. From this empirical and logical

checkmating of the language-game results a complete

forgetfulness of the phenomenological nature of language,

co-responsive to the "voice of Being". Hei.degger's ph110-

sophy shows that the "forgetfulness of Being" (8eins

vergessenheit) results from the "forgetfulness of speech"

(Logosvergessenheit).

Philosophy may take a look at the "world", throulSh

a two-coloured glass~look either through the glass of

empirical epistemology or phenomenology. The nature of the

158 W• V. O. QUine, From a Lo~ical Point of View
(Massachussetts 1 Harvard UnNersi ty 'Press, 196·~~n.

159Ibid., p. 62.
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"world", "objects", "thlngs" appear to be different in

looking through the different looking-glasses. But there

is no reason 't'Thy one "picture" should drive the other into

a realm of "silence" and "nonsense".160 Such a conclusion

rather than solving the problem and. giving a comprehensive

view of the language-game embroils philosophy in a high

degree of absurdity, The critique of philosophy and

lang1:1-age must explain and clarify the nature of the "world",

descri be the difference bett'leen the "pictures" correspond-

ing to the different natures of the "world" pictured-phenome-

nological or empirical. Philosophy must explain and

account for the question: why do the logistic, positivistic,

empirical, pragmatic and psychologistic critique of language-

game stumble on a bump of nonsence in face of the question

of Being? And why does a critique of language-game from

the standpoint of universal and authentic phenomenology or

fundamental phenomenological ontology bring us back to the

question of Being161 as the ground-question of all meaning

and metaphysics?

The one possible answer to the above question which

160LUdwig Wittgenstein, !~§~~atus ~gico-Philos£
phicus, 6.511, 6.54,7.

161r1erleau_ponti, S19;ns. "If phenomenolof<:y c1 id not
really alread y involve our-concention of beinq; and our
philosophy, when 1'le arrived at the philosophical problem
w'e tiould find ourselves confronted again Hi th the very
difficulties which gave rise to phenomenology to begin
wi th ". p. 94 •
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Heidegger's philosophy can be interpreted to offer is the

way to a re-cognition of the difference between Being and

beings. It 1.s through a method of inter-bracketing betw"een

the world as the "totality of facts" and "the totality of

the existential structures of being-in-the-world" that it

is possible to approach the question of the meaning of

Being in the right way, arID only then it is possible for

philosophy to analyse the nature of language phenomenon,

its meaning and truth. The nature and essence of languap;e

with which Heidegger is concerned is of a phenomenolop;ical

nature. Language speaks or shows the existential meaning

structure of being-in-the-world whose possibilities are

greater far than any verifiable expressions of language.

The phenomenological nature of language is co-responsive

to the voice of Being and intimates the infinite possibilities

of ex-sistence in speech. It proceeds from an apriori

intuition of essences or existential structures of meanings

rather than from "sensuous intuitions", and given "sense-

impressions"; a phenomenological proposition cannot be put

to empirical, logical, and psycho-behaviouristic analysis

of language.

Heidegger's "phenomenological ontology" proceeds,

as observed before, from a method of bracketing through

the ontological difference between the totali ty of "facts'.'

and "meaning". The philosophical method of !.~teF-bracketin"g

is Heidegger's way of recognizing the difference between
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Being and beings, between being-in-the-world and beings

present-at-hand, or the difference between the "life-world"

(Lebenswelt) and the "natural stand point vJorld ". The

method of int~~br~~etin~ is the way of setting the limit

and boundary bet'tATeen empirical epi stemology and phenomenology.

It aims at avoiding the sound and fury that rages between

the qu €lstions of "sense" and "nonsense" in phi losophy. It

also aims at avoiding· the method of psychologism, common

sense realism, and metaphysical idealism or conceptualism.

The difference between Heidegger and Wittgenstein's

philosophy of language represents a basic difference of

philosophical method - the difference of phenomenological

method and the method of empirical epistemology. The

"objects and "things" of Heidegger's phenomenology consist

of the gpriori structures of Dasein's being-in-the-world,

whereas Wittgenstein's empirical analysis of language-game

proceeds from the analysis of aEosteri£~~ structure of the

world of facts which can be "pictured" in proposition, or

logically and empirically analysed, or even psycho-analysed

to show their use and meaning in a language-game.

Heidegger's philosophy as "authentic phenomenology, through

the method of inter-bracketing, avoids the extremes of

metaphysical idealism on the one hand and psychologistic

and behavioristic reductionism on the other. 162

162
It is necessary to see that both Frege and

Husserl, who respectively provided the philosophical impetus
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Philosophy, prior to any analysis of language-game

and adjudicating whether a statement is "pseudo" or a

category· "mistaken", must make sure of the nature of the

method of analysis corresponding to the nature of the

"world" or "totality" (of "facts" or of "meanings") 1'1hich

remains a basic presupposition determining the nature of

language-game. The problems of philosophy arise to a degree

greater than ever recognised from a deep-rooted methodolo-

gical error, or as 1vi ttgenstein would call it, the fallacy

of "aspect-blindness". 163 That is, the problems of

philo.sophy arise from a confusion between empirical, logical

and psychologistic epistemology and phenomenology, the

science of pure essences and meanings.

Heidegger's analytic of the existential structures

of being-in-the-world, like Husserl's is a matter of

"phenomenological interpretation" which lets "Dasein

interpret itself",164 and upon it "even the phenomenological

to Wittgenstein and Heidegger, waged strong attack on
"psychologistic" reductionism. But whereas vIi ttgenstein "'1ho
followed the former due to the imuact of British behaviou
ristic empiricism, falls, prey to psychologism, and becomes
removed from Frege' s method, 't'lhereas Heidegger i.n avoiding
psychologistic reductionism still remains true to the sDirit
of Husserl's method, and continues it further by his idea of
"authentic phenomenology". See for the critique of "Psycho
loglsm", Edmund Husserl, Formal and Transcendental Lorslc,
translated by Dorion Cairnstfhe-Hague:-~raitinus BrJhoff,
1969), pp. 173-74; Gottlob Frege, The Basic Lai'ls of
Arithm~tic, pp. 24-25.

163 .
PhllosoE~~~al I~v~st~gatlons, IIXI.

164B. T., p. 179.
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'intuj.tion of essences' ("\.<lessenschau") is grounded" . 165

Phenomenology cannot be satisfied by a therapeutic reduc-

tionism of philosophical psycho-analysis of concepts.

Merleau-Ponty rightly observes: the proper function of a

phenomenological philosophy seems to us to be to establish

itself definitively in the order of instructive spontaneity

that is inaccessible to psychologism and historicism no less

than to dogmatic metaphysics" .1 66

Wittgenstein and Heidegger's conception of lan~uage

and philosophy considerably differ because of their funda-

mental difference in methodological standpoints and the

problems of philosophy. Despite their agreement as to the

aim of philosophy which consists in letting "the fly the

way out of the fly bottle", 167 that is, in letting the

things itself of philosophical problem be shown to the

analytic eye, despite their agreement as to showing the

"complicated" nature of "everyday language", 168 or trying

to situate the "critique of language" in the heart of

philosophy, both philosophers immensely differ in their

fundamental philosophical views and conclusions about the

nature of the "''1orld'' and the nature and function of

165Ibid., p. 187.

166Signs, p. 97.

tions,
167LudWig Wittgenstein, Philosonhical Investi~a_

---~-1.309.

1?8Hittgenstein, Tractatus Logico~Philoso"phicus
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"language-game" (das Sprachespi el) • Whereas Heidegger starts

from phenomenology and keeps it on the way, Wittgenstein

remains under the sway of logical and empirical episte-

mology or "philosophy of psychology,, 169 and 1'1h1c11 he could

never forego, ar:.d therefore even though realizing the "risk"l?O

he remains subject to rela!iv~~, psychologism and comwon

sense realism. Methodologically both represent the diverse

poles of doing philosophy. The later Wittgenstein, even in

seeking for the open-ending of the texture of language and

conceiving the language~game to be embracing the "forms of

life",l?l lacks the hermeneutic purity of Heidegger's pheno-

menology of thinking and speech. Hi ttgenstein never escaYJes

the fateful matrix of empirical epistemology or realistic

ontology which characterizes the Seinsvergessenheit and

Logosvergessenheit of philosophical thinking. Unlike

Wittgenstein, Heidegger shows "the reflective use of language",

and aims to uncover "the hidden riches that language holds in

store for us, so that these riches may summon us for the

saying of language.,,172 Heidegger's critique of language-

game discloses the truth of Being and leads thinking back

into the ground of metaphysics rather than bringing language

-----------------------------
169~., 4.1121.

170 Ibid •

171 wi ttgenstein, OPt cit., 1.19.

172Heidegger, On the ;'lay to I,an~uage, P. 91.
'---- ----- -
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back from metaphysical to its everyday use. Heidegger would

ask all logical positivists who speak about the impossibi-

Ii ty of metaphysical propositions: "~lhy ~~ there such a

language-game rather than 'si1enc~? And why are there

constant attempts to bring 'silence' into speech rather than

passing over in 'silence'? Hhy is there an exj.stentia1

dialectic of thinking which takes the wor~s back from the

ordinariness of language use to metaphysical?" Only in the

answer to these questions 11es the secret key to a proper

appraisal of He1degger's critique of language-game, and the

meaning of his question about the meaning of Being.

Before passing over to the final conclusion, it is

necessary to observe that there 1s no "silence" of speech,

or the realm of "non-sense" on the other side of the

"totality of facts", nor there is such a meridian point of

logic from where the "limit" of language can be set. The

otherside of the totality of "facts" is the Leb!::~~lt, the

totality of the apriori structures of being-in-the-world and

meanings. The limit of language is the legein of the logo~,

or the disclosure of the truth of Beir~ itself. The com-

plexity of philosophy arises not so much from what is the

state of affairs, or the "thing ltself", but h01'l to state

it. The true state of affairs of Heidegger's thought, as

has been discuss'ed so far, is the "meaning of Being", and

the question of how to state it brings about the problem of

phenomenology, thinking and language. The meaning of language
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as "saying" co-responds to the meaning of Being. Language

shows and "makes manifest the truth of Being by saying. The

"being of la11,.guage" is thus "the language of Being".

Language is "the house of Being"~ despite "the great sorrow

of the philosophers who in their disgruntlement see in such

phrases no more than a mere decay of thinking".1?3

When Heidegger speaks about the "voice" and "lan

guage" of Being, let us note hm<lever, he does not mean that

it is something which ';-le can tape and listen to everywhere,

and let everyone li sten to it whenever lve so desire. Being

speaks in the qUiet of "medi tati ve" thinking, and l.istening

to it is the "authentic" possibill ty of "beil1g-in-the-world".

hfhen Heidegger says "language is the house of Be1ng", he

does not mean that everyone and at everYVlhere can erect the

"house of Being" from the scattered slices and signs of

language current 1n everyday use. Language as the "house

of Being" points in the direction of a "thiY'..king experience"

with language. Heidegger's thiru{ing about the meaning of

Being represents a moving crescendo of phenomenology,

thinking and language, a rhythmic succession and intersec

tion of notes wherein each note shows the beauty of music,

and is required to let the "languagely" meaning and music

of Being be. Phenomenology, thirucing and language point out

the ex-sistingly, thinkingly and languagelY meaning of Being.

173
Ibid., p. 22.
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It is in this sense that Heidegger's hermeneutic language

can be said to be an "ex- s istential" and thinking language

of Being; or that the being of language can be said to be

the language of Being, the house of Being. Language is the

essence of ttex~sistenee", the possibility of stand:i.ng-in the

openness of Being. It requires not discursive, logical,

empirical, representative and conceptual (metaphysical)

thinking, but thinking that is the sole possibility of

originating the unspol{en "i'lOrd" of Being in language, not

empirical and logical epistemology and ontology, but pheno

menology which authenticates both language and the thinking

of Being. Since seinsvergesse~heitand Logosver~~?s~~~

constitute the state of metaphysics staggering away from its

ground in the representative and conceptual thinking of

beings (Seienden), or in empirical and logical conception

of language Heidegger's thinking into the nature and

essence of the language of Being is of great significance

for he prepares the way for the recollection of the essence

of Being and language, and brings both metaphysics and

language to their authentic essence and originative nature.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we hope to have clarified the.fol

lowing points about Heidegger's problem of Being~

1. That the question about the meaning of Being is the

central question of Heidegger's thought, and that it

remains constant along his path since ~~~~ Zei~;

2. that the question of Being is asked from fundamental

phenomenological standpoint, and therefore it seeks to

avoid the standpoint of idealism and cow~on sense realism;

3. that the question about Being is neither a question about

universals or particulars but is a question about the

phenomenological disclosure of the existential structures

of being-in-the-world;

4. that Being is something identically present in all

entities, for Being is always the Being of an entity,

but Being itself is not an entity;

5. that Being is ontologically different from beings, but it

is not something existing in an altogether different

noetic or dialectical space;

6. that fundamental to the question of Being is the conceut

of ontological difference - the difference between ~ing

120
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and beings:

7. that from the fateful forgetfulness of the ontological

difference between Being and beings in the long tradition

of metaphysics results the forgetfulness of the question

of Being itself. That is in the fateful conflict of

idealism and realism, supersensible and sensi"ble, the

question of the phenomenological disclosure of the truth

of' Bein.<s remains long suspend eO. ,bracketed. or forgotten:
~ ---

8. that the forgetfulness of Being does not only belong to

the history of metaphysics, but also belongs to the

existential structures of everyday being-in-the-world

where the da (there) of Being for the most part remains

wi th the they (das IVlan) rather than for Being (fur-das

Sein) ;

9. that howsoever forgetful of Being Dasein may be inauthen-

tically, but it is an authentic potentiality-for-Being

and its being-in-the-world constitutes the very possibility

of Being itself being the question at issue. The possible

clearing and disclosedness of Being in time and history

is possible because Dasein is a being who exists in the

question of Being for entities other than it do not so

exist but ~ or happen to be;

10. that the question of Being is neither a question about a

supersensible and absolute Being or God, nor a question

about a this or that entity present-at-hand, but it is a

question of the radicalization of the cons!l~ive
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! understanding of Being I'·Thich belongs to Dasein' s being-

in-the-world. That is, the question of Being has a

fac~cal and concrete ground in the meaning-giving

structures of being-in-the-1<lor1d;

11. that the question of Being is not only the question of H'hat

Being is but also the question about hm'J to say and Sh01'T

that it is. That is, the question of Being fundamentally

and necessarily brings about the question of ~~no~~-

logy, thinking, and language. In other word s, the

question of Being in deeper way is the question of the

logos of Being;

12. That the question of Being ties together the question

of phenomenology, thinking and language so close and

fast in Heidegger's thought, that the notion of the ~ehre

or reversal in later thinking of Heidegger does not make

any sense. That is, the later Heid~gger is the fu11-

blooded disclosure of the main thesis of the ~arlY

Heidegger;

13. that phen01uenology as the way of disclosing the thing;

itself determines Heidegger's question about the truth

of Being, thinking, and language;

14. that the hermeneutic or phenomenological way of showing

the fundamental structures of being-in-the-world,

thinking and language leads philosophy bacl{ into the

ground or the thing itself of metaphysics - the truth

of Being;
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15. that Heidegger's philosophy of hermeneutic or phenome

nological disclosure shows philosophical thinking and

speech a way out from the limits imposed by positivistic

thinking;

16. that the question of Being is the question of fundamen

tal phenomenology - the process of mW{ing manifest the

tning itself p of ~ng and ~aying that Being is p a.nd

it is not a question of empirical epistemology or

empirical determination and verification;

17. that the limits of thinking and speech set up by posi

tivistic thiru{ing are pseudo-limits for the analytic of

meanlng-giving structures ofbeing-in-the-worlel

requires that such limi tsbe broken or suspend eel for

the disclosure of Being, the thing itself of thinking

and speech. That is, the analytic of meaning-giving

structures of being-in-the-world requires philosophy to

pass over in phenomenology;

18. that fundamental ontology presupposes phenomenology and

vice-versa.

In summary statements as such Heidegger's comprehen

sive thim{ing about Being, thinking and language cannot be

set. The implications of Heidegger's questionings about

thinking, language and Being are far reaching to be sum

marily compressed. His questionings provoke thinking and

speech and clarify the phenomenological or hermeneutic

structures and possibilities of being-in-the-world. E.,ven

...
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though the far reaching implications of Heidegger's thinking

escape any such summary treatment, nevertheless it will be

qUite enough and encouraging if we have been successful in

identifying and clarifying some of the basic issues involved

in his question of Being. Furthermore it will be rewardin~

enough if we have been successful in offering an alternative

reading of Heidegger, namely, Heidegger the phenomenologist

who rather than tallcing phenomenology continues to do it

even in later reflections on thin]eing and language. In

conclusion l'le will humbly lilee to submit that Being cannot

be shown as a thing for it 1s the thing itself of things

(di e Sache selbst del' Sachen). f'Toreover in closi ng and

listening to Heidegger vie need to remember that "we are too

late for the Gods and. too early for Being. Being's poem,

just begun is man."l

---------- ------_._--~-- ------ ------
lI1artin Heid egger, Aus del'" Erfahrung; des Denl{ens

(Pfullingen: Gunther Heske, 1954), p. 7. ";.[ir lcommei17tIr die
Gotter zu Spat und zu fruh fur das Seyn. Dessen angefangenes
Gedicht is del'" rlensch". Heidegg:er, Poetry, Language, Thought,
translated by Albert Hofstadte-r;--TNew York :-ffarpe-r -and Ho\'l,
1971), p. 4.
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